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Fordword r
J

The Southern Regional Edycatic., Board has main
tained an interest in improving undergraduate educa-
tion throughout its history. It has published mono-
graphs on faculty recruitment and retention, curricu;um
reform, and improvement of teaching. In recent years

the Board called attention in the region to new direc-
tion., in higher education and to recommendations of

major national _commissions through conferences for
legislators, for institutional and state system person-

nel, and through various publications.
The Board accelerated its efforts, to stimulate the

consideration of change in undergraduate education

through a, three-year project supported in part by a
grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York,

Organizeds.in 1973, this project is designed to provide

information and assistae for developing non-tradi-

tional approaches in underOaduate education in South-

ern colleges and universities to better .servetrdditional

and non-traditional students.

-V

Early in the work of the project i
4.6t became clear

that the concept. of education on a competency base

had emerged as an important development in general

undergraduate education in the South as 'well at
across the nation. Becatise of the high level of inter-
estin competency-based learning the project devoted

a large portion of its effort to this subject through a
planning committee and a major regional conference

held in June, 1974.
This booklet presents a report of the regional con-

ference, but it also is designed to serve as an intro
ductory discussion of the use of the competency con-

cept in general undergraduate' programs. Hopefully
this pres4ntation will provide the region with helpful
information and stimulate constructive dialogue on one

possible new direction for some . undergraduate

programs.
Winfred L. Godwin
President
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This report was made possible by fund's granted
by Carnegie Corporation of New York. The state-
mentemade and views expressed are solely the
responsibility of the authors.
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Introduction

The term "competency-based" has come to repre-
sent an educational movement, or alearning strategy,
which places primary emphasis on the outcomes of
learning rather than the experiences; on attainments
rather than time. Attempting to' develop a program
on a competency base *requires a totally new way of
looking at the overall educatiohal enterprise. The very
basis for the institution's existence is called' into
question when an institution or department decides.
to translate its program into one based on compe-
tencies, and begins to design educational experiences,
to explore neW ways of assessing student learning
and to define the various roles and responsibilities
of the faculty. under such an approach. None of these
specific areas can be dealt with successfully until
basic questions tan, be answered regarding mission
'and goals and the characteristics of graduates to be
produced. Confronting these issues may well be the
most important outcome of a decision to develop
curricula on a competency base. In fact, if the process
goes no further, if an institution eventually decides
a competency approach is not appropriate, a success-
ful attempt to examine and clarify goals and purpofes._

will be as important as establishment of an entirely
new curriculum.

7

It is not the first time concern about purpOses and
outcomes exemplified by the current competency
movement has emerged in higher education. As long
ago as 1862, the MOrrill Act established the Land
Grant Colleges to .provide institutions to teach students
'what was relevant to theii lives and future plans."
In many of these institutions course examinations
were called "practicals," or actual demonstrations in
which the students used the principles, concepts
ana techniques they had been taught. Similar efforts
have continued in various kinds of institutions over
the past century.

The increasing attractiveness of the competency
concept' in general undergraduate education today can
be traced to a number of societal as well as educa-
tional trends. The current "egalitarian" _era in higher
education makes the competency concept attractive
as a viable means of dealing with new needs, circum-
stances, and demands of today's changing learners
traditional and nontraditionalas well as the changing
needs, circumstances, and demands of society.

Although there is little experience with a fully
developed model, a competency-based curriculum

(CBC) consists,,basically, of three components: (1)
explicit statements. of competencies learners are to
acquire; (2) procedures for assessing achievement
of competencies; and (3) learning experiences specifi-
cally designed for the attainment of the competencies.

Before developing and implementing these' three
components, howev.er, the most basic step for an
institution or program is to state clearly, explicitly,
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and publicly its educational goals and objectives.
To do this an institution must articulate the image of
"a competent person" that it expects to produce.
Moreover, an institution planning to implement a
CBC must be willing to remold administrati,ve and
support .structures and activities now 'designed tb
support the traditional time- or experience- based. cur-
riculum so they will lend support to the new approach.

Following the development of explicit goals and
expected outcomes and a commitment to make neces-

, sary support structure adjustments, the steps ioward
developing the compohents are cleats. The first step
is to develop explicit statements of competencies
to be attained by students. These statements must
be developed at all levels of the program and be
interrelated. Institution-wide competency statements
should "connect": with statements of competency
throughout the institution's academic programfrom
the level of the institution to division, to department,
to major, to course, to module. By this means, the
statements of competency beginning at the vest
levels will "add up" to toial the institution-wide
statements of competency.

The second implementation step, designing assess-
ment procedures for determing competency achieve-
ment, requires the institution's willingness, probably
more than any other implementation step, to funda-
mentally rethink the whole educational proce.ib. It
has been said that the success or failure of a CBC
in the end_ will hinge on assessment. In a CBC,
assessment is much more than "paper and pencil"
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tests and grading. Theoretically, in CBC assessment
is separated tram teaching and learningthose who,
teach do not also assess. As the competencies are
publicly stated, achievement is, in a sense, pqblicly
verified. In a CBC students are assessed on a "crite-

t, rion" scale, according to preset standards, rather
-than through the traditional comparative grading sys-
tem. It is in, assessment that institutions are chat:
lenged to be the most creative.

The third implementation step is designing learning
experiences to facilitate competency attainment.
"Teaching" and "teacher" become outmoded terms
in a CBC; "learning" and "learner" replace them ss
key concepts. In a CBC it is what the learner learns
that is important, not what the teacher teaches. .The
role of the faculty is to guide the student into the
learning situations most likely to achieve the desired
results. This requires a variety "of. alternatives for
student learning. Some will learn best by the tradi-
tional teaching-learning methods,and those methodp
will need to be maintained for those students. Otheir
students need other methods: experiential learning,
independent study, self-paced instruion, and con-
tract learning to name a few.

A key element in being able to guide *students
into the most suitable learning experiences is one
stage of assessmentdiagnosis. The process of dis-
covering where students are in a particular compe-
tency is the first step in deciding how best they
can get to where they want, to go. Students start
at their separate levels to achieve common compe-



tencies through a learning process designed to match
each student's learning style and particular interests.

While developin these three components for a
CBC the whole ran e of related components becomei

'-clearer. Admissions: criteria, faculty roles, counsel-
ing and advising, graduation requirements, grading,
transcript formats, fadulty evaluation and reward struc-

ture, administrative r'etationships, and academic de-
cision-making processes are examples of institutional
policies and activittes which have to be ,restructured
in,order to support a CSC.

Because the many aspects of dcompetency approach

to educating are so nevi, the SREB work conference
on CBC in general undergraduate programs was plan-
ned and executed on the premise that there exist
more questions than answers about competency, that
there are few experts on the subject. It was felt
that those who are in the process of analyzihg the
concept and considering organizing competency pro-
grams will contribute to title developing knowledge
about._ this emerging trendThe conference provided

only a few "experts" to shsre their experiences and
expertise and had as a rridior goal helping partici-
pants realize that competendy is a developing and a
developmental concept with \ which each could deal
personally and by so doing, also contribute nevi infor-
mation on the "state of the art:"

In sponsoring this work conference, as well as
presenting this conference report, the Undergraduate
Education Reform Project staff does not imply that
a CBC is a panacea for all of higher education,

or that all institutions in the region should begin to
move in this direction. Some of the implications,
however, can stimulate significant developments in
higher education as we now know it.

Several important points for the reader. to keep in
mind emerged in planning the conference and became
clearer during the conference. First, and perhaps.most"
important, is that there exists very little experience
with competency-based programs or curricula outilde"
of teacher education, and even that is stilt limited to
few comprehensive examples. Hardly any program .is
very far along in competency and there are no grad-
uates of a general competency-based curriculum as

'yet. A second point. is that even in programs a!ready

underway, either institution-wide or in particular fields,

none have begun with a totally developed program.
Instead, institutions moving into a CBC usually begin
with an entering class only and then continue to
work on next steps or levels as they go, illustrating
the developmental nature of the whole concept. This
determination to L.egin moving in a niw .direction
without the security of a finished plan implies a
higdegree of self-confidence in the individual leaders
of the movement and in the collective bodies of
institutions which have made this commitment. There
is a great amount of risk involved in setting off in the
direction of a program based on new concepts.

Another point that speaks to a concern of some is
that *there are very few 'institutions with institution-
wide commitment to the concept but a growing
number with commitments to develop competency-
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based or, as some call it, attainment curricula in
specific areas of programs In an insItitution. Though
the conference did not, nor does this reiSort, deal
with' teacher education, the developments in that
specific field illustrate this point. Increasingly, large
institutions are considering implementing the com-
petency concept in specific fields such as nursing,
some of the sciences, and the arts.

The current interest in CBC has been greatly in-
fluenced by two developmentsthe mandate in many
states that teachers be certified on a competency base
and the prOmotion by. the Fund for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education of the idea that institutions
examine the wTys in which ttlby provide education
and promote learning. This approach to 5ertification
has required teacher educators to re-examine their
programs and develop new approaches. Those efforts
and their results have begun to exert influences in
other paris/of institutions where schools of education
have moved into highly innovative activities.

In 1973, the Fund chose competency-based learn-
ing as a special. focus category, a development that
has become a major influence on higher education.
Far from trying to institute a new fad at the collegiate
level, which some feel it hos done, the Fund was

vit.(interested in stimulating a rev taljzation of institutional
missions as a result of revie ing traditional practices
and unquestioned assumptions about the learning
enterprise. The Fund also believed that when institu-
tions began to clarify goals they would be able to
relate the use of resources more directly to goals for
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learning and thereby be more effective in terms of
costs.lven though relatively few projects were funded
in this area, the Fund's impact has been very br,-.iad
because of interest generated in hundreds of institu-
tions through the process of developing proposals.
In -addition, those programs which have been funded
have received visibility because of innovative aspects.

This work presents edited and adapted versions of
the major -c-onfer4nce presentations; reflects questions,
answers and discussions; and points out some of the
issues left unresolved. The report has two purposes:
first, to serve as a record of the proceedings of the
work conference for the benefit of the participants;
and second, perhaps more importantly, to servikas
an introduction to the subject of competency-based
curricula for the benefit of those who Want to know
what it is and the kinds of issues with which the
present practitioners are dealing.

To meet the needs of both groups, the- publication
is organized somewhat differently than the work con-
ference itself. The authors have arranged the materials
under the headings 'of certain themes rather than as
chronological conference proceedings. Consequently,
various parts of different presentations appear in
separate parts of the report in molter to provide all
that was said on each theme in one loation.
'Because competency-based programs haVe received

great attention and represent somewhat of a trend,
the Project staff hopes the work conference and this
report will provide useful information and assistance
for understanding or developing such programs. t
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In Search' of Definitions

"'Coniii-endy-based' has becorne a special desig-
nation for an educational approacha movement-
which places the competencies .required for success .
in various areas of endeavor at the front and center
of the learning process." Thus began the 1973-74
guidelines for the ippcial-foctAs program of the Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary EdUcation. The
Fund deiignated this area as "competency-based
learning," however, there is almost as much discus-
sion about the termAlogy as there is about the
meaning of the movement, particularIV as it applies
to general educational programs. To many, the con-
cepts implied. by the various terms used are dip
tinctive and important Which Makes the confusion of
special concern. As one participant remarked in the
closing hours of the conference,

just this morning alone I noted people callinc) it

"competency-based learning," "competency-based
curriculum," or "competency-based education."
We've got the ""C-B" but we haven't arranged the
third letter so that we all knoW we're talking about
the same thing.

.For the .work conference and for this report we
chose "curriculum" as the third term, in an effort

0
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to 'convey the concept of wholeness to the education
or learning acquired -on the competency -base. The
term 1ctirricUlum" refers to a set df courses com-
prising a particular program, and it ji this concern for.
Wholeness which' seems to be the essence of the .1

competency issue in 'general agademic fields.
Frequently the cleirest understanding',,of a new L

concept: comes through the attempt to define the
situation one prOposes changing. This approach to
definition by implication, or description of what corn-
petency is not, was used frequently by conference
speakers. .

,

Russell B. Edgerton, Deputy Director of,the Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, de-
fined the present traditional approach in higher bdu-
cation as a "knowledge" curriculum: L. Richard Meeth,
Associate Professor of Higher Education at the State
University of New York' at Buffalo, called. it an "ex-
perience" curriculum. Whatever it is called, the trodl-
tional curriculum, by emphasizing process rather than
outcomes, simply provides students with the ex-
perience or exposure to knowledge over' a definite -
period of time,\ producing graduates who are, thethe
traditional. termiAology,. "knowledgeable." The prob-
lem with this, Edgerton said,

is that man cannot live by knowledge alone. Acade-
mic success is not correlated with life and careef
success. To be an effective, functioning adult; one
needs the ability to perform a number Of tasks and
roles. These abilities, or competencies, involve
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hat only know/edge but skills and attitudes. Indeed,
since knowledge is vast, rapidly dated' and easily
forgotten, liberal education itself must shift from
the teaching of liberal, content. Ito the teaching of
liberal skills, e.g., skills of critical reasoning and
problem-solving, which can be applied over time.

.

The outcome of a competency, -based curriculum, on
the other -hand, Edgerton said, wilt be graduate's who
have "competence"; that is, a combination of .knowl-
edge, 'skill's, and attitudes in a number of areas useful
to the performance of important occupational, Profes-.
sional, and social roles. Meeth pointed out that in
a competency-based curriculum,

the emphasis is on the meaning of the experience,
rather than the exposure; on the specificity of
learning, rather than on the objectives of teaching.
In a competency curriculum, what the teacher does
is not nearly so critical as what the student does. -

Several mirk conference speakers pointed out thei
importance of bping clear about just what. the com-
petency-based -doncept is and what Winvolves. The
competency concept "should not be confused wiih
simply..setting performance objectives for courses, or
,individualizing instruction, or establishing new manage-
ment information or accountability systems. Edgerton,
in his work with the Fund, has contributed to the
clarification of the competency concept by his articuM-
tion of common .elements that are developing as com-
petency programs are de'signed aniN\implemented. He
has made the important point that the competency

6
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movement requires "fundamentally rethinking the
whole educational enterprise."

In speaking tonne conference Edgerton devoted a;
major.. portion of is talk to the need to be clear about
what competency really is. He said,

We must ask ourselves, ."Is this another academic,
relabeling exercise, the purpose of which is to
throw old practices into new robes?" Of, worse.
"Will it further increase the mechanization of teath
ing and learning and ere bureaucratization occa agoftx

sioned by attempts to establish performance re-
peirting requirements for contracts, and this .kind
Of thing, which we'vv/seen in some places?" Or,
"Is it .really arc educatiohal idea which raises-
truly fundamental issues and which contains a
logic that could, if -accepted, really serve as a
catalytic agent for rethinking alt .of the agendas...
processes and practices in 43 particular educational
institutithi?" Or, to state the question another way,
"Under what xonditionS can what is now called.
in a variety of meanings and connotations, compe
tency-based educationv become 'a strategy for realty
making learning more effective?"
By way of further clarification 'and definition of

competency, Edgerton described three conditions he
believes essential if institutions are to successfully
implement CBC. The- remainder of this section
contains that portion of Edgerton' presentation at
the conference.

Essential Conditions of Competency
The first condition it seems to me is. that iirr,nt;

1),
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outcbmes embraced by the notion of competence have
to include more than pure knowledge. As we formblate

our objectives wish competence in mind and in the
nanfe of competency-baseddapproaches, we have to

face the fact that what we are really trying to do i$
take responsibility , for producing students who can be
successful, functioning adults in a variety of roles in

a new and complex'iXtorld. The ingredients of compe-
tence that we need to think about are knowledge,
1314 skills, -plus attitudes not just !knowledge! Al-

though wehaven't yqt recognized it, it'seemstO me
that most t5f American higher education is essentially
based on a knowladge model. We produce people
who have a good data base and. that's alocyut all

you can Say about them . Even at the Ph.D. level,
you- can't say much r(ore about graduates than that
they know a lot, they understand a lot, and have a
good data -base. However, that doesn't say anything
about how successfully they might perform in teaching,

in academic research or in anything else. ,Let me
give you some examples of what I think we ought to
be shooting for when we talk about competence. These

examples are taken from proposals received by the
Fund for the Improvernentof Postsecondary Education

and seem to go beyond the notion that simply know

ledge or understanding i.s to be the outcome of

learniw. In each exE hole I will quote directly from
the **Pose'. The first comes from an astronomy pro -

fessor who says,
In a science course designed for liberal arts

studefits, the objectives are signiticantiv different

;'

from those in a course for science majors; the
criteria for testing the achievement of those ob-
jectives, also are different . . : . 'We believe that
for a survey c9trrse the objective of basic recall,
knowledge of .facts, terminology, etc., is of loyv

priority. this latter objective, however, is the one
that tends to be stressed

-The most important 'thing which a student should
carry away from a course is confidence so that he
will retain an inter.est in and openness to the

.4.
subject long after the "facts" have been substanti-

ally modified . . . . We seek to build the student's
confidence that he can handle' science, and even
science employing elementary mathematics; many
students bring with themselves a self-fulfilling pro-
phecy that they are not good at math or. science.

The second example comes from a history pro-
fessor who was discussing the need to think seriously
about the real meaning of a B.A. degree. After out-
lining the competencies his institution perceived in
history at the B.A. level, he pointed out that from
thesb competencies emerge "two parallel but ob-
viously complementary sets of goals." Gika of these
goals describes the knowledge competencywhat
information about the past a student should know I

e but, the professor said,
Equally . significant, however,. are the competencies
we see developing parallel ,to a grasp of world
history in the past century and a half. These compe-,
tencies originate in an understanding of one's self
and one's values, attitudesl, and feelings. Beyond the

.

O
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individual is the necessity of understanding the
importance of one's culture, how it functions, its
various kinds pf influence, and the tension within
it between its universality and particularity. Putting
self and culture together then constitutes the next
level of competence for the student to achieve: the
goal in this case is described as an understanding
of ,the impact of culture on self and involves an
understanding of the cultural origins of values and
their function within society. Finally, we envision
Cultural empathy emerging from this proc,ess of
understanding one's self within a culture which has
been historically determined.

In the third example, a bit,logy professor questioned
the employers of his department's graduates in recent
years to find out what competencies they expected
in the graduates. His statement makes it clear that
the -program he wants to degign will include more
than just knowledge. ,

The organizations contacted included priv to re-
search consulting, food processing, and forest pro ucts
companies, animal clinics, nurseries, and glovelp ent
agencies dealing with environmental management,
health, plant and animal quarantine, biological research,
and food and drugs. The discussions with organiza-
tional personnel indicated an overlapping group of
needs:
1. Ned scientific personnel with strong technical

capab.i.l ales.
Need scientific personnel -capable of rapidly ad-
lusting to new situations .and new technologies.

3 Need ,scientific person t -OfiNed more towards

'

8

the application of knowledge than .just towards
acquiring new knowledge.

4. Need scientific. personnel with greater .ability
. to communicate. ,

5. Need scientific personnel with experience in
successfully working as a member of a team as ,

well as in individualized effort.
This self-study program has brought into sharp focus
not only the problems of our .constituents, but also
the facr that a solution to our constituents' prob-
lems will solve many of thp problems faced by
institutions such as.ours.

The easiest way to talk' about competence is to
thous more on .the skill component than the know-
ledge component nd then define skill development
areas which se-rm to make, sense in light of the
pureses of the institution as well as the social needs
of the time. A number of institutions now have
begun to talk about analytical skills, problem solving
skills, communication skills, social interaction skills,
ana others, in the context of a variety of subject
matter interest. One can develop communcatibn skills,
problem solving skills, analytical skills, in the context
of becoming a biologist or social scientist, or in the
context of any knowledge or subject matter interest
a student might ,,have. However, the most interesting
part comes when you begin to disaggregate those
general skill definitions into 'component parts. For
insta'nce,'",what do we mean by analytical skill? Do
we (mean data analysis, synthesis, or some other
types of sub-compartments so, then you* find

1
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that almost every course tri the school is involved in
developing analytical skills; in fact, they all think
that's what they're about. Sews one looks across the
introduCtory courses in a disciplinary area in a parti-
cular institulion, One finds that the skill components
sought in each of those courses look very similar,
although they are embedded in Very different know-
ledge models or subject matter agendas. In view
of that, especially: if one has an -interest in cost
effectiveness as well as competence, one has to

wonder whether more attention could be given to
I focusing on. some of those_ similar skill areas and

perhaps collapsing some of the exposure to know-
ledge parts of the instructional process, having the
student dome Out better or certainly no worse by
spending less time on the transmission of knowledge.

Certainly I'm not suggesting that all liberal arts

education necessarily best stuffed into a concept
of competence. But it does seem to me, from the

proposals I've read and thepeople I've. talked with,
there is utility in the concept of skill development and
competence in areas other than occupational and
professional in which we are now accustomed to
seeing it used. Just thinking about liberal skills, as we
have in the past thought about relevant content of
liberal education, is a very productive exercise. Deter-
mining the ways to help people learn how to learn
and to do other things that we all say in the rhetoric
of our catalogs (but haven't figled out how to put
into practice in the curriculum) is an agenda for corn-
petencybased education which I think is exciting.

If what I have been discussing really :s one of
the necessary conditkns fcal having a true competency

:Plod& in mind, as against a pure and simple know-
ledge model, this means l5y implication that what

passes in the name of performance-based education

is really not as exciting. At least periormaneetbased
education o ght not be confused with competence,
because an professor can formulate objectives in a
course. In competence, it's the nature of those ob-
jectives that Matters and whether those objectives are
connected to the things that one needs in order to
be a functioning and successful adult in society. Also,

an important characteristic is that 'reasonable people,

including students and per4ons outside the institu-
tion, can understand the obfectives; that seems to me

to be more ,important than simply having a list of

objectives. In addition, having a list of objectives
. for each course and adding up all, the course ob-

jectives in the departments and adding up all those
departmental objectives. into an instiption may or
may not have anything to do with preconceived

vise of the competencies' people ought to have
ay graduate from a given institution.

The second condition I would propose is that there
has to be 41 .commitment to follow out the logic of
the objectives adopted in the name of competency
throughout the' institution. If the purpose of the

college is the transmission of 'knowledge by a faculty

and the acquisition :of knowledge by students, then it
makes sense to have an admissions procedure based

upon previous academic records, based upon know-

1 J. 9



ledge and the aptitude to acquire knowledge; it makes
sense to have faculty Members as dispensers of
knowledge; and, it makes sense to have graduation
requirements and- graduation transcripts state what /
knowledge has beefs gained in those Aristotelian
rooms. That is the' way we .now organize' the cur-
riculum in. our colleges and universities. But if com-
petence is to become the dynamic, for the outcome-
driven . process, . then we must ask ourselves what
has to change. Maybe nolhing-, maybe everything,
or maybe parts ,of everything must change.* At least
it's worthwhile _looking. For example, look at the
nature of the admissions process. Do we need pro-
cedures for assessing compe encies in-students who
already have them*? Do we ed ways of identifying
motivation and predicting s cress and nonacademic
talents which are really embraced in some notions
of competence rather than predicting simpl y, academic
success and performance?. These characteristics gen-
erally are not embraced in the .academic selectivity
admissions process now current in higher education.

As another example, Ipt's look at the instructional
process. Do we need more faculty. spending more
time with assessing, diagnosing, and courCseling and
maybe lesss time transmitting knowledge? Do we
need new techniques of assessment, different gradu-
ation requirements and transcripts? Do we really
need to say that a student either has a degree or not;
that it's an all or nothing situation? If someone leaves
the institution at the end of the junior year, can we
put out a transcript which states the level of com-
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petence attained sin the three years4St the institutior).?
For some stjudents in a particular area that might
be a 'quite satisfactory statement. In that "case.a
student would have a credential to say this is what I

can do, these are the things that I underStand and, if
stay in the institution:another year Ilthave another

level of competence in some of these areas.
These questions are not about mythical things;

I'm talking about-Teal things. The proposal from ine
biology chairman I referred to earlier included just
such a procedure. Whenever a -student leaves that
institution, that biology department will be happy, to
send a transcript of competence anywhere in the
world which state the level the student has achieved
in their care:-

Finally, as tke third necessary condition, the. in-
stitution has to be brave enough to expeciment with
new modes and forms of assessment. This also in-
cludes faculty giving up some of the control which
they have been loath in the past to give up. Once one
starts down the track of competency-based education,/
it seems that the faculty are drawn into more and
more concern about assessment and become more
and more involved as diagnosticians and assessors.
However, at the same time it seems that some
competency areas, especially those in whicl-r students
might 6e certified by challenge exams, are t onducive
to assessment techhiques quite apart from the tradi-
tional or typical faculty assessment process.

One approach that is being tried is the use of
faculty peer judgment. One example might be in the



'communications skills area, and perhaps others, in
which judgment by just faculty content specialists is
not necessarily the best. Perhaps a'set f peerS ought
to be involved in making evaluative dgments 'about
the students. so, then there may h ve to be a new
definition of faculty peerage which embraces various
.kinds of persons within educeional institutions and
persons beyond educational institutions in professions,
occupations, and soiorth, who are more qualified than
traditional faculty, in making judgments about certain
competencies. This might be ;especially true in parts
of the . agendas of liberal education programs where

judgmertt can be made about an individual through
replidatin Tel life situations as a very legitimate
validating or certifying technique.

In this text, I think of Alverno College. in Mil-

waukee
area

has set up forty evaluation panels

in the area of communication skills and public affairs.
On each panel is one student, one faculty member,
one businessman and one' alumnus. Those panQls,

which are not paid (in fact people in the community
are eager to serve on' them),. are. provided criteria

for evaluation; and a student who has studied some
public affairs issue and is interested in passing com-
munication skill competency areas as well as sc.ne
subject matter competency appears before the panel,
takes a position an argues persuasively, and suc-

cessfully one hopes( fbr twohoUrs. The panel members

judge the student as. one would be judged in all
subsequent real life situations when one. is trying to
articulate and ,dpfend a position about an item of

affairs.. Is that an invalid assessment de-vice

simply because it involves a businessman and an
alumnus? Or is it true that in fact, that's precisely
the kir4 of assesment situation wpich would produce
the kind of judgments of most benefit to that student
as she tests the skills she's trying to develop?

It seems that we need more research (we. alwa%0

'do), bet more than that, We need a new attitude
toward flexibility, and exploration 8f new techniques,
and an openness toward who should make the, judg-
ments and the condition under which assessment
might take place. New procedures and forms, carefully
and prudently employed with . old procedures and
forms, should be built in so that, as so rarely happens
in educational reform movements, the assessment
permits the measurement of the kinds of outcomes
which -should be part of the process in 'the first
place. As we look back . on the history of attempts
to do new things in higher education, we find that
the nature of the evaluative funnels through which
we finally judge the prbcesses themselves do not
often permit the kind of judgments needed to reall/
decide whether they are successful or not.

1r
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Exploritig the Contest ,,

Current Facicirs Affecting Higher Education

I-farold L. Hodgkinson, of the Center for Research
and Development in Higher Educe;ion of the University
of California at Berkeley, <opened the conference by
describing five current factors that he 'believes are,
causing institutions of higher education to look in the \
c:irection of programs based .on competencies. These
five factors are: (1') recent census data that indicate
a rather sharp decline in the cohort of people in the
18-21 age' group through 1980; (2) recent research
indicating that Americans are rapidly losing faith in
their majof institutions, educational and otherwise;
(3) evidence that the relationship between level of
education and income is declining; (4) the great
increase in the numbers of people over 21 years of
age entering various forms of higher education; and (5)
evidence that higher education is entering its third
stage of development since 1860, an "egalitarian
era."

Census Data
Available data show that'the birth ratin the United

States is now averaging 1.8 children per woman in the

childbearing years, a figure that is slightly below

what is commonly called "zero population growth."
What this means, Hodgkinso'n pointed out, is that in
terms of the standard cohort for higher education,
there are going to be far fewer 18-11 year, olds
as we go into the 1980's: In addition to that, figures
are beginning to show that the, percentage of the
18-21 year old age group going directly to college
from high schools also is declining. This percentage
recently dropped from a high of 46 percent to a pre-
sent 35 percent. So the 1980's not only will have a
declining real number of people in this age group, but

may have the problem of a declining percentage en-'

rolling as well.
Hodgkinson pointed out also that the greatestdecline

in births is in the Caucasian race and among persons
in the middle socio-economic class: Thus when we
get into the 1980's we are going to have a higher
percentage of the cohort of traditional college age of
minority background, and. regardless of their race, a
larger percentage will be in the lower socio-economic
class. Sincb colleges have traditionally drawn more
students from middle and upper classes, Hodgkinson
said, then we should begin thinking seriously about
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some changes in the pattern's of how we are gciing to
edLicate this very' different *cohort. The notion that all
institutions can befOberlins and Svarthmores fnay not
square with, the kinds of populations and the sorts of
asiStrations with which we will have to deal, Hodgkin-
son .concluded. ,

"ej

Loss of Faith in Social *Institutions
The second factor that Hodgkinsbn addressed 'is

research that shows Americans are losing faith in
their major social institutions. In California, for example,
only 25.percent of the people have a high degree of
faith in universities and colleges, but, Hodgkinson
points out, colleges' and universities' most severe
critics are Ambers of the state legislature who,
themselves, receive only a 12 percent rating! The
evidence shows that higher education is not alone. In
a wide variety of areas, 'public faith in these organi-
zations to do major reformation jobs, either for people,
goods, services, or whatever, has declined markedly.
The result seems to be a public mood that can be
summarized best as a lack of faith in higher edu-
cation's ability (as well as other majdr social in-
stitutions') to deliver on its promises. Another result
of this is that institutionshigher educational and
others .are being asked to document more clearly
what it is they do (what value they add) and how they
know they do it. For this reason, Hodgkinson says,
more and more accountability is being forced on in-
stitutions of higher edycation, and many have res-
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ponded to it with greater concerns about their "out-
puts."

Decline in Relatiorflphip Between.
Higher Education and Income

The decline in public faith in higher education may
be related to the third factor, the declide in the
relatidnship between higher education and potential
income. In 1900, Hodgkinson said, the relationship
was quite pointed; but a study in 1969 shpwed that
in 60 ..percent of the cases reported, onecould not
distinguish from the number of years of schooling
what a person's ,income was and vice-versa. Hodgkin-
son repprted that he has seen one study, not yet
published, which, indicates that a better predictor of
future income than years of edUcatton is whether or
not a person istn a unionized occupation.

Increase of Nontraditional Students

The number of people over the age of 21, the
traditional college age, 'entering some kind of post-
secondary educbtion is increasing rapidly. ,Hodgkinson
reported that .ocial Indicators, a 1973 publication
of the U Office of Management and Budget, shows
that there re 10,356,000 persons over the age of
21 participat g in some form of adult education in
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.1969. What these fiRres mean, Hodgkinson said,
islIthat there are 10 million' potential students for
American colleges and universities who are going
elsewhere to get types of education that traditional
higher educational institui:Dris are not piroviding. Hod-
gkinson said:

They seem to be going places where they can get
very specific kinds of training to accomplish very .

specific kinds of educational objectives that are
important to them as persons.

A New Era in Higher Education

The final national trend which Hodgkinson believe.,
is leading some institutions in the direction of compe-
tence is that since approximately 1970 higher educa-
tion has been in what can be characterized as an,a

"Egalitarian Era." Thia is the third such period Hodg-
kinson deicribed :and follows the A\istocratic Era,

between 1860 and approximately 19'00 or 1940,
'end the Meritocratic Era, which 'could be identified
between approximately 1940 and 1970.

The Aristocratic Era was characterided.by adroissipn
to college and later to the prpfessional world2based
primarily on family background or social status. There
were tests neither for admission nor graduation. The
MeYitocratic Era, on the other 'hand, was characterized
by the creation of massive testing programs act- a

means to reject some of the massive numbers of

young people flooding the /gates of colleges and
universities. During this period, Hodgkinson pointed
out, instittitioris developed the thinking pattern that
the more people they could reject, the better institu-
tions they were. There was heavy use of tests for
admission to college in this period, but practically
none for graduation. In this period in American society,
there was little questioning about higher' education's
"output."

The Egalitarian Era has brought dramatic changes.
There is a greater belief in the Nation that everyone
should have a chance to be educated to his limits;
and society is in the process of trying to ,demystify
most of its social institutions. There seems to be a
growing lack of interest in admissions testing, and
greater interest in job-related proficiency testing for
graduation. The change is from an jinterest in aptitude
tests which reject pbople 'for admission to an interest
in proficiency testing at graduation so that institutions
can be more specific about what their graduates are
able to do. "What counts then in the Egalitarian .Era

is not family background, nor aptitude as measured by
a standardized test, but competence, and competence
in areas that are directly related to real life,': Hodg-

kinson said.
There has been "metth interest recently in the fact

that Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores have been
declining for the past ten years, which the Educational
Testing Service says is a result of a larger pool
of applicants and more people- from lower socio-
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economic backgrounds now taking the SAT's. Hodg-
kinson stated his belief, however,' that the decline is
simply the result of the dramatic 'lessening of pressure
on young peoplb to get into college as we' have moved
into the Egalitarian Era. Almost anyone who wants to
can pow be admitted to college and, as. pointed out
earlier, fewer are interested anyway.

On of the most recent events that has dramatic
implications for the demystification of the traditional
."outputs" of higher education, Hodgkinson pointed
out, wat the Suprenie Court decision in the case of
Griggs yr Duke Power Co." Hodgkinson made the
following comments about this case and its implica-
tions:

The court said, in terms of dealing with tests used
for job selection, "What Congress has forbidden
is giving these devices and mechanisms controlling
force unless they are demonstrable or reasonable
measures of job performance." Now you can't
measure job performance directly for those who are
applying: unless you actually hire them and get
them on the job. So you can do two things; you
can develdp some kind of predictive tests or a
proxy measure, or you can take samplings of the
actual job tasks and give those to people. The
Court has sOlbested that either of those are ac-
ceptable as long as job-related skills are being
measured.

Hodgkinson pointed out that the iMplicationi of
this case pose a number of interesting questions for

(higher education: For example, can the Ph.D. be used
as the criterion for. predicting success in _college
teaching? Since we have practically no evidence that
a person is a better teacher after receiving the doc-
torate, one interpretation of this case is thatwedcannot
use the degree to. screen candidates unless we can
show that it demonstrably predicts success as a
college teacher.

Another question that folloWs from Griggs v. Duke
Power rs wtsaffik we legally can use tests like the

, SAT for a missions purposes. Aptitude tests can
'be used to predict grades; but the question is, what
do grades predict? David MCCIellan of Havard con-
ducted an extensive review of the research in this
area esid made the following statement which Hodg-
kinson quoted:*

I
Researchers have in fact had gredt difficulty de-
monstrating that grades In school are related to
any other *behavior of impOtance,..1. . It seems so
self - evident to educatot% that those who do well
in their classes must go on to do bettec in life,
that they have systematically disregarded evidence
to the contrary that has been accumulating for
some time.

'401 U.S. 424 (1971) 9 * David McClellan, "Testing for competence rather than for Intelligence," \
American Psychologist, January, 1973.
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Hodgkinson then concluded that this kind of evidence
suggests that American meritocracy may need to
foster.some criteria otter than just verbal arid quanti-
tative skills measured by the SAT. Other dimensions
of human -functioning that seem to be important for
our lives might be promoted through careful.programs.

As a result of these five national trends, many
institutions have begun to examine themselves in

light of these changing circumstances. For this reason,
Hodgkinson said, many institutions are looking closily
at various concepts that might offer potential for
dealing with .the issues of the future, as

potential
as of

the present. That is why the development of compe-
tency-based programs is being considered by so many

at this time.

Scope and Variety in Competency-Based Programs

It is clear that the movement toward competency -
t° based programs is broad in scope and is taking a

variety of shapes and (orals throughout American
postsecondary education. Edgerton talked about this
scope and variety when he described the number of
ways in which the competency concept seems to be
serving contemporary higher education as indicated by
the proposals received at .the Fund. The following
excerpt from Edgerton's address to the conference
deals with this topic:

,Judging from the 472 proposals we received at the
Fund in the competency-based area, I can say that the
competency-based' label is useful in identifying what
seems to be a unifying force for something new and
interesting that is happening in a variety of settiMgs
in American higher education. A number of small

-private. colleges Seem to be searching for new and
distinctive missions in a much more rugged, competi-
tive world. For sorter of them, the concept of 'compe-
tency seems to be serving a useful purpose. There
also are many efforts to develop* a competency ap-
proach in public settings, in large community colleges
and even in large state universities. 'In large institutions
the effort typically is focused in\a department or a
cluster of programs rather than across the entire.
institution. For many :institutions it seems that the
attraction to the label of competence has something
to do with outside forces, economic pressures, and
in some cases incentives to get involved in time-
shortened degrees. Several institutions, Florida State
University for one, and -Bowling Green- State Univer-
sity for another, seem to have gotten involved initially
in looking at their programs as an effort to come up
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with a time-shortened degree. Then after a while,
somebody figured q.rt that three years was just as
arbitrary

and
four, arfd four is just as arbitrary as any

other and that the real need :is to decide what .tbe
eduottional. outcomes are to be and then design an
instr ctional process to achieve . those outcomes. In
other words, these institutions backed into an interest
in competency-based education as a. result of looking
at other possibilities-.

We also have found some interesting field-based
initiatives using the competency concept. For example,
in hospital settings, hospital workers want to have
new opportunities for affiliating with some kind of
credentialing authority: Union employees, like elec-
trical workers and others, are searching in their settings
for a way back into the rewards of education and
legitimacy. For them, competence seems to be en
attractive concept because it represents a potential
prodUctive compromise between what they think they
know already and requirements for an educational
credential. They do not want to start all the way at
the bottom of the academic ladder and work their
way back up. The competency concept provides the
possibility for achieving some compromise in admis-

;
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sion to an institution which Might mean one ,auto-
matically would not have to 'spend four years and go
over somethings he already knows.

The movement also encompasses a variety of fields.
Teacher education, of course, is quite prominent in
the proposals we have received at the Fund, but so
are the human service professions and even some of
those that are more. traditional. For example, law
schools are moving toward apprenticeship models
with clinical-type experiences and for them, the lan-
guage of competence seems to be appealing. Across
the whole spectr`um of education, including theberal
arts, we find that competence is an attractive oncept.

When one talks about clarifying objectives and
being clearheaded and explicit about outcOmes, _people
both inside and outside educational institutions'are
brought into the kindof attractive net that is being
formed around the word "competence." out-.
side educational instilutions seem attracted to notions
of accountability and performance which some think
follow from the competency concept. Because of all
these things, it seems to .me that the competency-
based movement is one of the most exciting things
in American higher education today.
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Implementing the
Curriculum

There are three interlocking and interrelated stages
through which an institution must go in order to
develop' a competency-based curriculum: (1) clarifi-

STAGES IN
DEVELOPING A
COMPETENCY-BASED
CURRICULUM

S

cation of institutional purpose and goals; (2) design of
the three basic elements, or components, of a CBC;
and (3) restructuring institutional support activities.
presently designed to support a traditional curriculum
se.that they will support a CBC.

The diagram graphically illustrates these stages)
and possible relationships among them.

institutional "Salf-consciousness about
rose -- clarification of purposes and goals.

1

ti

Elements cif a CSC

1. Learning goals stated in terms of competencies
students are to acquire.

2. Procedures for assessing competency achieve-

ment.
3. Diverse learning experiences to facilitate compe-

tency achieVement.

Implications for InstitUtional Support Activities

Reconsideration and revision of institutional support structures
presently designed to support a 'traditional "experience" cur.
riculum.
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The first stage an institution must go through
before developing the specific elements' of the CBC
is the very diff cult process of defining and clarifying
its purposes.

in
this. initial effort to define and.

clarify goals in contemporary terms has been com-
pleted, the second stage, developing the elements of
the curriculum, can begin, though goals may be
further revised or restated as this second and then
the third stage is developed.

The curriculum, itself, requires the development of
three elements, or components. These three elements
are written explicit statements of competencies stu-
dents are to acquire, evaluation or assessment ptp.
cedures for each competency, and learning experiences
designed to assist students in attaining the required
competencies.

The third stage requires the institution to adjust,
reorganize, and rethink present institutional support

.

structures:so they will support the competency-based
curriculum. For any innovation to succeed, an institu-
tion must be willing "to follow out the logic" of the
innovation, as Edgerton put it. Therefore adjustments
may have to be made in areas such as admissions
procedures, faculty roles, administrative relationships,
advising and counsling sun/ices, transcript formate,
financial and fee structures, and external influences
and ;relationships.

What- follows in this section of, the report is a
presentation of 'what was learned in the conference
about each of the CBC components and the instit-
tional activities that might be affected by' the adopti6n
of a CBC. The amount of information contained here
represents the extent to whfeh the conference dealt
with these aspects and the extent to which information
and insight have been developed in relation to CBC.

Clarification of Purposs and Goals-
.

to learn?" "What should the stUdents be able to do
upon successful completion of the program?"

Achieving agreement among trustees, administration,
faculty, students, and alumni on the purposes of an
educational institution, division or program is a dif-
ficult task. Careful strategies and programs must be
developed to' achieve this end; . otherwise the compe-
tency curriculum will turn out to be no more than

It is clear that an institution must begin development
toward a CBC with a rigorous examination of its own
purposes and goals. Edgerton said the decision to
move to a CBC immediately causes aq institutional
"self-consciousness about purpose." The institution
must be able to clearly state just what its goals and
purposes are for its students. It must be able to
answer the questions, "What are the students expected

20
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the rearrangement of a variety of requirements and
experiences, perhilps with a new look, but probably
lacking the integrity and wholeness that is the es-
sential differenoe,Jin this new effort. Several work
conference partiVarlts pointed out that institutions
go through this soul-searching proceis every ten years
for accreditation self-study. However in order to arrive

at agreement among a majority of institutional members,
the resulting statement of purpose is often so vague
that it borders on being meaningless. A serious

( attempt to clarify institutional purposes, ;then, is a
most important and - most meaningful step for an
institution to go through in developing a CBC, even if
it moves no further.

Designing the Elements of a CBC

There are three elements to be designed in order
to implement a CBC. These are the statements of
competencies students are to achieve, the assess-
ment procedures to guide student progress and certify
competence, and the learning experiences to assist
students in achieving the competencies.

Developing Competency; Statements

After institutional purposes have been agreed to, or

program purposes if the CBC is to., be in a program
rather than the total institution, 'then institutional or
program learning goals for the students must be
stated in terms of the competencies students are to
acquire. Institutional or program individuality requires
that these statements be designed in each location in
order to fit unique purposes and goals. Competency

4'2

statements also must be Written for each possible
level of the institution's or program's curriculum

division, major, course and moduleso that each
overall institutional statement of competency has -a

related series of statements for accomplitttnent at
each program level.

Harold Hodgkinson cited examples of competency
Statements from various institutions and discussed how
these statements evolve from broad institution-wide
goals down to statements of objectives for courses
and modules. Since the heart of the competency
approach is the fact that time sPent in learning is not
as important .as the ability to demonstrate attainments
of competency, the competency statement is the
expectation rather than the set of experiences to be
undertaken. Hodgkinson presented a sample set of
college-wide competency statements from six actual
institutions, as shown on Chart "A".

4
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Chart A

Sample Competencies in Six Colleges

1. Comprehend Christian Heritage

INSTITUTIONS -

A"BCDEF
-1 '2. Demonstrate Awareness of Values & Commitments

3 >.Demonstrate How to Use &,'Ap4uire K %%ledge
4. Comprehend the ArtisticoeKesthetic Di nsions of Culture
5.,Comprehend the Relationship of Man to H Physical & Social Culture
6. Diamonstrate 'Depth Knowledge of One Fiel
7. Demonstrate Physical Skill in a Recational A

, 8. Demonstrate Competency in Verbal Communicati 4.

9. Work in a Group Formulating Problem Solutions and Act on Them
10. Proficient in Self-knowledge

While discussing these examples he urged conference
participants to note particularly how the language
of a competence-curriculum differs from the language
of a more'.traditional curriculum. For example, the
list of expectations in traditional terms might* read:

to know, to understand, to really understan,d, to
appreciate, to fully appre,ciate, to grasp the sig-
nificance of, to 'enjoy, to believe, to have faith in;

while in CBC terms they would be:

to write, to recite, to identify, to differentiate, to
solve, to construct, to list, to compare, to contrast.

22

Hodgkinson pointed out that unlike the "behavioral
objectives" move rant, the competency-based model
adopts the stance that learning should be cumulacive
and additive, leading to the development of the
"Whole" or "competent" person t institution would
like /to produce. Therefore, botIT small and large
educational objectives have to be designed and related,
from individual course objectives all the way up to
the overall objectives of the institution. All of these
should "stick together," with the objectives at lower
levels "adding up" to the overall institutional ob-
jectives, which together articulate that holistic view
of a "competent person."
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Chart B
Sample Breakdown of One Compitonoy

LEVEL COLLEGE COMPETENCIES "TO BE ABLE TO REASO

I
LEVEL II: MAJOR COMPETCIES

A

Biology

Can use experimen-
tal techniqUes

. Philosophy

Can analyze and .
produce philosophi-
cal arguments

Sociology

Knows how to use
statistical methods
of inquiry

LEVEL III: COURSE COMPETENCIES

Biological Methods

Understands the '
meaning and use of
controls

Philosophical ..
Reasoning

Understand induc-
tive arguments

Statistics
Knows how to use
sampling techniques

LEVEL IV: COURSE MODULES OR
SUB-COURSE UNITS

4.

LEVEL V: DIRECT MEASURES

,BEVEL VI: ITEM POOLS FOR
DIRECT MEASURES

Interval Mea uremept_

Understands and can
use spacin andtime
p

Use of Time Points

Can design and run
an experiment re-
quiring time checks

Given a frog's leg,
calculate the best
time intervals for a
study of oxygen
levels in tissue
degeneration

Induction

Understands the
"new riddle of
induction"

Sampling
Understands random
sampling

Predicates

Can produce a
"Grtle-like"
predicate

Given the predi-
cated "is i'boy"
and "is a girl,"
produce a pair of
con tod ictory pro.
jectable predicates

Randomized Samples

Can draw and inter:
prat a sNtified ran-
dom sample

Given a telephone
book, produce a
random stratified
sample of 200 men
and 00 women

To illustrate this point, Hodgkinson presented the
sample breakdown of one competency as shown on
Chart "B". Level I in this chart shows the college-

wide competency, "To Be Able To Reason." Levels

-- II through VI show how this one college-wide compe-
tency can be broken down to competencies in a major

field, Level II; to competencies in particular courses,

Level III; to competencies in course <modules or sub-

course units, Level IV; to direct measures, Level V,

which enables us to know whether or not the material
in. Level IV has been learned; and to a series of item
pools of measures, Level VI, which can help deter-
mine whether the student can perform the direct mea-
sures in Level V.
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We can stiii\from Chart "B" that the theory of a
competency-based curriculum is to provide a genuinely
coherent sequence of eduCational activities and be-
haviors to get all the way from a pool of certain items
to the achievement of a college-wide competence.

When 'this model far achieveing or trcompetency of
an institution is related to a total set of competencies
for tan institution, one immediately sees that it is pos-t
sible for the number of'cgmpetency options and item .

pools for measurement to become quite large very
quickly. "C" presents a model which illustrates
that situatio . If an institution has 8 college-wide
compete s, there may be as many as,6,240 items
in the measurement pools,s_for example. But Hodg-
kinson made the important point that a student does
not have to encounter all 6,240 of these items.

Rather, a path must be created for each students
to move through the system rather than having the
system move him., "If there is a problem with compe-
tency-based programs," Hodgkinson said, "it is that
the programs appear so monolithic to the student
that he has a feeling there's nothing much that he can
do; .that the system is manipulating him." In fact;
however, the variety of learning experiences that a
properly designed CBC makes available to a student
provides maximum individualization. Students strive
toward common competencies but by the method and
at the speed .that most nearly fit each individual's
learning style and abilities.,

24
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'Competency Spawn' .

I. COLLEGE-WIDE COMPETENCIES -8

II. COMPETENCIES FOR MAJORS-88
(22 MAJORS x 4 COMPETENCIES)

III. COURSE COMPETENCIES-520
1130 COURSES x 4 COMPETENCIES)

IV. COURSE SUB -UNITS (MODULES)L1560
1520 COURSE COMPETENCIES x 3 MODULES)

V. DIRECT ASSESSMENT MEASURES-3120
(1560 MODULES v 2. MEASURES)

VI. ITEM POOLS FOR DIRECT MEASURES---6240 ITEMS'
(3120 MEASURES x 2 ITEMS)

DO THE 6240 ITEMS "ADD UP" TO THE ATT-AINMENT
OF THE 8 COLLEGE-WIDE COMPETENCIES?



RicttardMeoth dealt with the subject of designing
competency statements' by posing and answering a
series of questions he finds most often asked. The
questions and' answeiS from that portion of his pre-
sentation follow:

Who decides what the mpetencies will be?

There re seven auth ity bases now in use by col-

leges nd universi s with competency-baspd pro-

grams.
1. The ndividu himself. Students are writings their

ow tate ents of competency in a number of
around the country.

ipients of competence. For example, the
is of a doctor, the student of a teacher.

3. Practitioners. People in the field who are graduates
of a program of study.

4. Faculty. This is the most frequently used authority

base.
5. Employers.
6. Experts. These are consultants or people outside an

agency or organization whb write or design compe-
tency statements.

7. Government. For many colleges, this is the primary
agent for setting competencies state boards,
legislatures, federal agencies.

By whose authority is a person competent?

Any one or a collection of the seven categories above
might also set the determination of when a person

. k

has met the competencies. The same Persons shoyld
not set the competencies and determine when they
are met, however.

Is "competence'4an absolute concept?

As a concept, "competence" is not an absolute
term in aim there have always been levels of compe-
tence in our society. Not only are there levels of
competence, but also levels of mastery and levels
of difficulty within a competency curriculum. In ad-

dition, the concept cannot be' considered absolute
because students often can set their own compe-
tencies, and they can modify them before the time
of assessment. But once the competency statement
is fixed, then competency becomes an absolikte term
in a given context.

How do "competencies" differ from "goals"?

First there is a tense difference. The word "compe-
tency" is present oriented and used in the present
tense. The word "goals" is futgie oriented and used
in the future tense, Competencies are written in the
present or present perfect tense "A person can or
knows,hoW" to do whatever the competencY might be.
A goal describes what a person ought to be able to
do or will be able to do at some point in the future.
A second and related difference is that competency
emphasizes outcome or realized ability, whereas-goals
emphasize ability or expectations.
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A third difference is that goals
lated to a point in the future, and
not time oriented. When a perso
tency," he or she is competent wi
time reference.

elime based, re-
ompetencies are
reaches "compe-

hout any spacified

How do "competencies" differ from "behavioral
objectives"?

Some argue that there is very 'little difference except
that competencies are phrased in the present tense
instead of the future Sense. But there are important
differences. In competency .emphasis is based on
the outcome, the skill, or the knowledge, or attitude,
in a stronger way than in behavioral objectives. In
behavioral objectives, the, tendency is IA tif the
experience of learning too directly to the 'outcome,
suggesting that someone knows the best learning
experience for each behavioral objective. "Upon com-
pletion of these activities, a perSon will be be
to . ," is the way behavioral objectives are usually
stated. Behavioral objectives tend ,to be reductionist,
to break learnipg into smaller and smaller units,
whereas competency tends to be Tore global, or
gestalt, by nature. In design, the broader the skill
or the knowledge base, the more appropriate are
competencies. Behavtoral objectives can ,include by
defini.tion only overtlehavior; competence can include
covert behavior as well, such as thinking and feeling.
Moreover, 'competencies are open to a broader range
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of asses
jectives..

Finally,
petencies
because th
what the teacher wi
point of competence,
jective, whereas compete
must do or know.

menf techniques than are behavioral ob-

behavioral objectives are different from corn-
'n that the emphasis in behavioral objectives,

been tied to experiences, is on
do to get th'e student to the
r iccotnplishmentr of the ob-

ey stresses what the learner

Are competencies random statements?

In tob many instances they are. But in theory, they
should not be..lf competencies are to be any different
than completion of a collection of courses, in terms
of relationship of learning, then they need to be
related in some way to a learning or knowledge theory.
One example of this is at Mars Hill College where
an effort has been made to relate the basic, compe-
tencies to Philip Phenix's knowledge theory, as stated
in his book, Realms of Meaning.

Can a competence curriculum be developmental?
Can it be student oriented?

A competency-based curriculum will be developmental
if the competencies themselves are based on a de-
velopmental theory Of learning; that 4, if they are tied
together. The Mars Hill -program, for example, is
based on Arthur Chickering's seven vectors of *student
development, as describe in Education and Identify,
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which Chickering thinks comprise a gestalt, a student
developmental sequence. A competency-based cur-

riculum also call be developmental by letting the
students deiign their own competencies, as at the
Community College'of Vermont.

A competency based curriculum also can be de-

velopmental by the wax, in-Which evaluations criteria
levels are set and theway in which evaluation itself

takes place. There shopld be a sequence' of learning

and a sequence of assessment, with not all assess
ment taking place in the rest weeks of an academic
yeah Finally a competency-based curriculum can be

developmental by the range of experiences recom-
mended to.the learner for meeting competence. Some
people already may riossess certain competencies and
may want to "test in" immediately. Some -students

may have ways of learning a competency different
from those recommended by the faculty.

Assessment Procedures

The area of evaluation and assessment is perhaps
the most important in the development of competency

programs. Harold Hodgkinson stated at one point
that if there is anything clearly new about the compe-
tency movement, it is the area of assessment. And

in the same vein, as reported earlier in this report,
Russell Edgerton stated that institutional willingness
to experiment with new modes of assessment and
faculty willingness to give up some control in this

a

area are necessary conditions for the success of a
competency-based program.

Categories of Assessment

When participants at the work conference spoke

about the issue of assessment criteria and methodo-

logy, they referred primarily to the matter of assessing

or evaluating student progress toward the achievement

of competepcies. Hodgkinson pointed out, however,

that there are other areas as well in.which the issue
of evaluation and assessment arises in competency

programs. He suggested seven areas of assessment

participants should keep in mind as they begin to
deal with this subject:

assessment of faculty Skills required in a compe-

tency-based program, particularly in diagnosing
student learning needs and attainments;
assessment of the success? in .achieving general

college-wide requirements;
assessment of the impact: of competency-based
programs on campus climate;
assessment of "the impact of competency-based
programs on admisal'eme;
assessment of the impact of competensybased
programs on student attrition;
assessment of the impact of competency-based
programs on faculty morale4and aspirations;
assessment of the competency-based program's

Ainrcial impact on the instiittion.
J4.
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Evaluation and assessment of student progress toward
the achievement of competencies, howev-er, was what
concerned participants most, and was; therefore, the
area on which the confecence.foclised.

Terminoagy

'.An important matter of 'concern in this area is
clarifyinethe various terms related to evaluation and

`ssessment.. It was very clear that among the confer-
ence speakers/ and dndoubtedly among participants,
there were specific meanings attached ,to these terms,
though\ many were used interchangeably. The dis-
tinctions`being made among various terms related to
the judgme)ital process in competency were not always
clear but both\Hodgkinson and Meeth made an effort
to clarify the -concepts with which they work in
dealing with eval6Ation and assessment.

Hodgkinson considered the differentiation of these
two terms- particularly significant. He used the word
evaluation to safer to the type of testing which has
been so much a` part of, traditional college programs.
In this evaluation, or testing, we -usually look at one
person's performance in comparison with others' per-
formance on the same test as a kind of final evaluation
of accomplishment. Hodgkinson used the term assess-
ment, however, to refer to the diagndstic process used
for advising the student along the way toward com-
pletion of the competencies. Faculty who have been
accustomed to developing normative-type tests for
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evaluation pUrposes probably will find that diagnosing
student learning potential and progress requires very
different skills. Institutions need to be sure that
faculty have or can develop the compitencies needed
to properly assess students before they gd into a

'.C8C.
Meeth 'also made a careful distinction between

the terms evaluation and assessment, althougl of a'
somewhat different nature. , like Hodgkinson, stres-
sed the importance of ass ssment in competendy-
based programs. However, M suggested that ',:we
think of the word 'evaluation', as the general idea
covering all ways of evaluating, and use the word
'measurement' to mean objective evaluation and the
word 'assessment' to mean subjective evaluation."
He distinguished between tNese concepts as follows:

"Assessment" techniques, like observation, con-
sensus, 'intuition, authorIty, and, for some, reve-
lation, are typically the humanistic methodoligies
that have gone out of favor in much of learning
theory and are just now beginning to come back.
These have been long established techniques or
methodologies for assessing human behavior. They
are the basis, for example, in art and literary
criticism. The "measurement" methodologies, like
observation, experimentation and control, that we
have identified with the scientific methodology, are
much more in vogue, however, but they limit us to
overt behavior, that is to things that can be ob-
served and measured objectivery. Competencies
should not be limited to that category, but also
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should include those activities that we can only

The process of assessment and evaluation has two
purposes in a competency-based curriculum. First, of
student is assessed forsdiagn stic purposes in order
to determi e the 'level at which he or she begins,
his or her eaknesses, and the learning path to follow
in order t achieve the desired learnihg goals. Seconds

a student goes through the assirassment or evaluation
process to determine his qr her.peogress along the
wax and to 1p certified foe- having completed pre-
determined Igfels toward achievement of the specific
competency. In the process both.objective and sub-
jective judgrrients can be made because competencies
include both overt and covert behavior.

.; assess.

Types of Measures

John Harris, Director of Instructional Research and
Service at Florida State University, offered two general
guidelines to be followed in the development of
assessment strategies and techniques when using
"a time-free, variable- method, mastery-learning ap-
proach." "First," he said, "assessment strategies and
techniques ought to be criterion-referenced rather than
normative- referenced; and, second, criterion-referenced
assessment strategies and techniques should empha-
size measures of maximum performance." Rather

than measuring one's achievement against what is
considered typidel for his reference group, a student

f
in a CBC should be measured against preset criteria..:

Harris suggested that assessment criteria and strate-

gies be explicit, comprehensive, and tentative.' Ob-
intives and /eerie should be .sated explicitly so as
to b.e clear. to all concerned at4; should Si compie-
hensive enough to ptovide the students and assessors
a broad range of activities from which to draw the
desited proportion to build the "constellatiort of at-
tainments" that describe the competent person the
institution wishes to protluce..Harris said:

We need to become more clear about what :..a
major domain's of proficiency are for college grade
uates and then proportionately assess accomplish-
ments from all of them. If we believe that -the
abilities to write, to argue, Ma to be articulate
are, more important than some other things, then

\ those abilities ouciht to be more heavily weighted
kiri a comprehensive assessment for awarding e
degree. If we thinit decision-making and creativity
are more important, then 'they ought to be more
heavily weighted.

Although it is important to be explicit and compre-

hensive in stating assessment criteria and strategies,
it also is important to be tentative and remain open

to possibilities for change,' according to Harris. This
requires deliberate effort to change criteria and to
refocus and redirect strategies even though it is

almost contradictory to the development of explicit
and comprehensive criterion -referenced assessment
procedures. When striving to be explicit and compre-
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it
hensive it is Airy difficult to recognize something
new; however, as Harris 'aid, to prevent excessive
rigidity and maintain relevant criteria and prodedures

'I for assessment a certain amount of "tentativeness"
must be :rnaintainedtAn adifition, Harris strongly urged
participants to keep in mind that crjterion measures
1aught to be chosen in tegns of their sensitivity to
instructional differencbs.

The second guideline for assessing time-free,
mastery learning offered by Harris is that' measures
of "maximum" 'performance ought to be emphasized
-rather than attitudinal measures, which haVe been
typical -in traditional higher education. By maximum
performance, Harris said that he meant those kinds
of performance assessments on which one does his
best, such as a piano recital, preparation for an art
show, a dissertation defense, or solving mathematical
problems. He said, "Typical performance measures
are those on which you re'ate, or betray, how you
usually feel, such as on a vocational interest blank,
inventories of values, and so forth." According to
Harris, then,

In assessing student performance as a basis for
awarding degrees we should concentrate on crite-
rion rather than normative measures, and on mea-
syres of maximum performance rather than typical
pbrformance measures mainly designed to help
an individual inventory his emotions, attitudes,
and values.
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It is clear that assessment and evaluStion in compe-
tency-based programs is much more than what is
implied in the traditional use of the terrni."-testing."

Focus of Evaluation r

The essential point in clevelopingsUccessful assess-
. ment criteria and procedures for a CBC is that students

should be .evalus:ad on what they know and what
they can do rather than just on the exposure to certain
educational experiences. In the assessrpent procesi,
as in the process of designing Competencies and
learning experiences, it is important to ,keep in mind
that a competency program must have as its central
focus an overall, view of the "competent person"
the institution strives to produce. In a competency
program, it is not assumed that this competent per-
son automatically results feirn the sum .of a host
of unconnected parts. Instead, it is important that all
the parts of a student program be additive from the
stiident's popint of view. All the parts should add up
to' a whole and bott the institution and the student
should have a cle view of what it is that they
are striving for and how the various farts add up to it.

A student will enter the assessment process im-
mediately upon entry into the institution 'because
learning experiences are to be designed to take the
student from where he is to where he should go
by the process most conducive to his own learning
ability and style. A student also will get credit for
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what he ,or she already knows, which is another
aspect of the cimcept of immediate assessment.

In designing a competency. curriculum, as Hodg-
kinson pointedk outs in the preceding section; compe-
tencies are eated., first at the institutional level,
and then are broken down into departmental, major,
course, sand ,perhaps, module competencies. As these
competencies are broken down into smaller and smaller

units, they will be stated more &' less precisely
in terms of what the student must be Ole to do to
demonstrate competence. That is, Vie competence will
state in fairly precise language just whet, is to be

. assessed. For example, at Alverno College' in Mil-
waukee, Competency #7 is "Develop awareness and
understanding of the world in which The individual
lives." Level 1 of that competency is, "Demonstrate
awareness, perception, and knowledge of observable
events in the cont.tweporan/ world." In order to demon-
strate achieVement of Level ,1 of Competency #7
at Alverno, students know that they must be able
70 do the following:

For 2 international, 2 national and 2 local events
Identify issues and significant personnel
State associations concerning short- and long-
range implications of a given event for a
related area. e.g. the economic implication of
a political event, the psychological implica-
tions of a scientific or technological event
Identify those aspects of a given local event
which account for it's significance

Thus, both students and assessors sknoW pfecisely .

What-is to be assessed, and 'students know preoisely ,
whet it is they must be able to do to accomplish the
first level of that particular competency.

Procedures

Assessment procesies now in use seem to fall into
Iwo general categories: course-related and institution-
wide. Course- related assessment is assessment that is
included as part of a class or other learning procedure
with the results evaluated by the instructor or learning
facilitator. Institution-wide assessment is assessment
separated from the teaching Process. Hodgkinson-
pointed out that the trend in competency-based pro-
grams seems to be toward separating the 'teaching-
learning function from the assessment- evaluation func-
tion especially with regard to the broader competencies
which must be certified by the institution.

Competency-based orograms have to avoid fallin g

back into the 'practicelof accepting "proxy measures" .

which, Hodgkinson pointed out, would be to say,
"Professor Jones will teach Art Appreciation 201,
and anyone who passes that course will have passed
college-wide competency #2Aesthetic Apprecia-
tion." Accepting proxy measures would be the easy
but the inappropriate way out in a competency cur-
riculum.

Techniques used in competency assessment range
from traditional paper and pencil tests to the use of
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"portfolios, video and audio taping, observations, sifnu-
lations, self-evaluation, and the use of outside team
evacuations, sometimes called jury panels. These jbry

%, panels may include merlibers of the faculty, students,
and frequently persons from the community know!:
edgeable in the particular field. Meeth concluded
that while the usei of persons from the community
in the authenticating process is essential to the
notion of competenae, it is also important that specific

ABractitioners not control the judgment entirely be-
-ause that would tend to maintain a strictly status-quo

society.
Hodgkinsorr observed that jury panels seem to be

used primarily when the criteria of evaluation Are
most vague or, as he put it, ."when you really qdfet
know 'what' it is you want them to decide." Examples
of such situations are evaluating a student's writing
ability or his ability to interact socially with others.
The greatest difficulty in assessment, Hodgkinson
pointed out, seems to be in the affective domain
because these value-oriented characteristics do not
have performance bases. /

Hodgkinson pointed out'that no one seems to know
,,why we use jury panels in some situations and
standardized tests, or games and simulations or other
tedhniques in still others. However, both Hodgkinson
and Meeth urged that institutions not adopt any
single assessment process for exclusive use but strive
fora good mix of techniques.

Hodgkinson also pointed out that each institution
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needs to decide for itself whether it wiints a. central-'
ized or decentralized assessment ,process. At least
two institutions, Alverno and Mars Hill wittavai formal
campus "assessment centerd.1 here, all assessment
procedures and techniques the school uses are cleared
and coordinated. As more institutions get deeper into
competency programs, the assessment process and
the role of campus assessment centers will become
more clear.

i.6
Competency Levels

(Competency -based programs dos not eliminate the
need to set levels of attainment. If the criteria are
too high, the flunk-out rate will be too high, or, as
some institutions have exptikenced, students shy
away from even trying to be assessed. If the criteria
are too low, questions are raised about institutional
standards. The assumptitin always must be that when
a competency statement is written, someone or some
group knows what competence is. Both Hodgkinson
and Meeth pointed out that the idea of competence
is that it is a minimum, not a maximum, a floor
ratrater than a ceiling that all graduates of a; given
in itution are expected to reach. Establishing this
ac eptabie leVel is both crucial and complex. Hodg-
kinson illustrated the complexity of the decisions
to be madf by using the analogy of being "competent
to change 0 tire":

$
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Does that moan any tire on any car? Does that
incltide trucks, bikes, and motorcycles? Do you want

the student be able to repair leaks in tires as
well as just ange them? How much time are

,you going to ive him? The pit crew at Indiana -

polls takes about 15 seconds, a weekender takes
about 35 minutes. Where are you going to set
your level of attainment? Do you want the student
to know that if he doesn't handle certain British
sports cars very carefully, he can strip the threads?

. Do you want him to know about wheel weights?
Is he supposed to know that if he mixes radial
tires with other types tle may kill the driver?

Alverno College in Milwaukee has probably the

most. ambiticius evaluation design of any of the institu-
tions with a CBC. Alverno has eight competencies,
and six levels of achievement within each competency.
For graduation, each student must achieve at least
a level 4 in all eight competencies, level 6 in at
least one, and Level 5 or 6 in some of the othbrs in
order to achieve the required minimum of 40 levels
out of the 48 levels possible (6. levels in each of 8
competencies) for graduation. Most of the other institu-
tions with competency programs have not moved to
this stage or else have decided not to have several
competency levels thattrudents' can achieve. Instead
they simply will say w ether a .person is competent
or not in a certain area.

Problems In Assessment

Richard Meeth' listed five, major problems in the
implementation of a successful assessment procedure.

They are:
Quality control. As long as assessment is based

upon more or less random processes, sometimes using
jury panels, sometimes not, with various kinds of
membership at different times, the problem of quality
control will continue: Perhaps it is unavoidable.

Faculty time. An enormous an, unt of faculty time is
used in the assessment. process, with little time left
for %thinking seriously about the` overall program, de-
sigt1T4! new comptencies, or revising the learning ex-
periences. This probably is due to a lack of skill and
knowledge about how to depign evaluation'method-
ologies. The most common problems that faculty have
when going into a competency curriculum are disting-
uishing between criteria and methodology, and eval-
uation, and in being able to developipther than pencil
and paper tests on a nonnative scale.

Developing criteria and methodology for evaluation.
Getting students to go for evaluation. Colleges in

competence are finding that students are hesitant
about entering the evaluation process.

Finding or training persons with knowledge about
competency to assist colleges, particularly those
which do not receive grants from outside sources.
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Designing Learning Expedences
for Competency Achievement

"In a competency curriculum, what the teacher does
is not . nearly as .critical as what the student does,"
concluded Richard Meeth in his, comparison 'of the
differences between a CBC and the traditional "exper-
ience" or "exposure" curriculum. What is important
in a competency curriculum, he said, is the conscious
recognition or evaluation of the ,knowledge," skill,
value, or attitude that a student has gained from an
experience or exposure to a body of knowledge rather
than giving credit simply for the experience or the
exposure. In a competency-based curriculum, he con-
tinued, the term "credit for life experience" (or any
other kind of experience, for that matter) is an en-
tirely inappropriate concept. Instead, what is given is
credit for the meaning of the experiences as they
relate to specific competencies. Consequently, Meeth.
concluded, "students who come to the college ex-
pecting credit for four years in Vietnam will be dis-
appointed in a competency curriculum unless they can
apply what they have learned toward the institution's
competencies in certain areas."

This same logic applies to any expitrience or expos-
ure a student may have in a CBC, in or out of the
classroom: if nothing related tc a specific competency
is learned, no credit is given. Or, to restate thestornt
in more positive terms: the goal for students in a

. '

CB; is learning related to the accomplishment /of
specific competencies.

Ij is nothing new to educators that students strive
on campus at a variety of levels and with a variety
of skills in various subject areas. It is also nothing
new that different students have different learning
abilities and' styles: some students -learn quickly,
others more slowly; some do best on essay tests,
others on objective tests; some are 'good at discus-
sion, others are' not; some succeed at Lndependent
study, others have trouble knov 'nig where to begin;
some profit greatly from field experience or icitern-
ships, others do not; some pay rapt attention tO lec-
tures, others struggle to stay'akvake. In a competency
curriculuin, a variety of learnirt experiences are pro-
vided so that each (student can proceed toward com-
petency -"achievement from his or her own level in
each comptency and at his or he own pace according
tri, the learning style or approach which best suits
him or her. In short, it is what is learned that is
important, not the manner, time, or place in which it
is learned.

In the beginning, the teaching and learning process
at institutions irnplementing a CBC may appear littki
different from what it 'always has been: students go
to class and professors 'teach. The key difference is
that professors become more concerned about out-
comes and less about process or exposure; "covering
all the material" ceases to be the professor's primary
concern. Syllabi and outlines are restated in terms of
purposes, or the competency or competencies stu-
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dents are to possess upon successful completion of
the experience. Meeth pointed out that while it is
natural in a CRC to move toward the most efficient
learning experiences possible, this doer not mean
that all courses will be in the "module" format. Mod-
ular learning is not inherent or indigenous to the con-
cept of vapetency, Meeth pointed out, as it often is
considered. to be when teaching by "performance
objectives."

The essential process of adding a variety of new
learning experiences to the competency-based cur-
ficulum is usually a slow one primarily because of the
time required for factilty reorientation to the new roles
they must play as ftw approaches are developed.
There is little doubt that the classroom setting will
continue to be an important part of the teaching learn.
ing process at most institutions on a CBC, even
though very different things will go on there. However,
there will be a variety of other approaches available .a#
well. Such additional methods might. include indivi-
dualized instruction, which ,includes a variety of forms
such as the feller Plan (or PSI) and audio-tutorial
instruction; independent study; study abroad; inter-
disciplinary study; and the like. Institutions and faculty
quickly discover that there are many possibilities.,for
individualizing learhing to match student abilities and
styles when such efforts become the rule rather than
the exception, and when -all accept the concept that
the student learning is more important than th e teacher

teaching

I

Even thou by direction in a CBC is toward\ stu- .

dents ac eying th tat competencies, it does not
follow at all courses or other kinds of learning expel-
iences not diredfly related to the attainment of specific
competencies must be abolished. Since achievement
of the competencies is the minimum requirement,
many students' may want to achieve higher level in
certain- areas tr* pursue alternative areas altogether,
either for enrichment or for other purposes.

"OevelOping new and improved learning experiences
to better promote student achievement wrlijae a con-
tinual process of adjustment .and cherige as the insti-
tution constantly adapts to the ,needs, abilities, and
styles' of an ever changing clientele. Thesjearning
experiences themselves will be evaluate4 in a CBC
institution on the basis of whether or not Ittily have
assisted learners toward ,competency achieveMent,

not on students' opiniont of the teachers or whether

lectures were stimulating. Learning is the objective of "4

e CRC, and all aspects ofi institutional activity are
evaluated on whether they facilitate achievement of
that objective.
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Implications of a CBC for Institutional Organization
and Support Structures

A CBC cannot.Work with a faculty that only lectures;
Or with an admissions process based primarily on prior
records and test scores; or with advising and counsel-
ling procedures that do not fit with then- cept
of assessment; or with - insistence up ditional
grading and transcript formats; or with unwilling-
ness to be creative with fee structures, faculty load,
work assignments, the credit hour, graduation require-
ments, and the calendar. A CBC is far more than the

ireorganization of courses or the addition or subtraction
of a few courses here and there. It requires, instead,
a totally new way of looking at the entire educational
operation. For this reason, institutions moving toward
a CBC must be willing to consider rethinking and
reorganizing institutional organization and institutional
support structures now designed to support the tradi-
tional timeor experiencebased curriculum.

Faculty Role
The most dramatic change in an institution going to

a competency-based curriculum takes place in the role
of the faculty. Consequently the institution roust be
prepared to provide adequate time and resources for
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faculty to develop these changed roles.
Hodgkinson argued that` in a competency curriculum

it is best to separate the traditional faculty functions'
teaching, advising, and testing--because each re-
quires very different skills, and, in ,practical terms,
very few faculty traditionally possess all three. A
good teacher must be able to communicate effectively;
a godd advisor must be able to diagnose student
learning styles or difficulties and know in what direc-
tion the student should go; and a good tester must be
able to assess student accomplishment in such a way
that the outside society finds the product worthwhile
and valuablO There is the emerging attitude that
general evaluating and credentialing are more the
responsiblity of the institution and less the responsi-
bility of the individual faculty member, Hodgkinson
said.

Meeth maintained that the faculty member's image
of himself must change basically from that of teacher
as a disseminator of information to that of a facilitator
of learning. I of simply giving out information,
faculty must lead stu ents toward finding information
and discoiMing answers for themselves. In a fully
implemented CBC, Meeth said, a majority of faculty
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time will be spent in evaluating learning, the second
largest part in advising students, and the smallest
part in doing what faculty traditionally do, disseminat-
ing information, Qr "teaching" courses. Meeth main-
tained that if competency. education continues to
move ahead' in the next decade, it is very. likely that
the task of teaching courses will be relegated to pe-
ripheral part-time people and the fundamental full-
time faculty task will be advising and evaluation.
Retooling. the fatuity for these new roles, according
to both Hodgkinson an' Meeth, is probably one of the
most difficult and crucial steps in' moving to p corn-
petency-based curriculum.

Ap institutions begin to take on the task of develop-
ing new faculty roles, two new concepts about the
teaching-learning process should be emphasized. Hod-

gkinson referred to these concepts as "educational
value added" and "mastery learning."

The term educational value added refers to the cow
cept that students should be assessad when they
leave the program to determine what they learned
beyond what they already knew when they entered.
Hodgkinson said,

There was a time when we looked upon 'schools
like Oberlin and Swarthmore as marvelous institu-
tions because of the kinds of students that came
out of them. On closer perusal, however, we note
that such schools only admitted the "cream of the
crop" in the first place, so' instead of being im-
pressed by the number of Fulbright and Woodrow

Wilson fellows they produced, we probably should
wonder why they produded so fewl

When an institution becomes serious about the educa-
tional value added concept, the processes of advising.
students, diagnosing learning styles and designing
individualized programs take on increased significance.

The concept of "mastery learning," to Ohich Hodg-
kinson referred, has been .put forth by Benjamin Bloom
of the University of Chicago, among (iers. Bloom's
theory is that given enough time, which he says is
the mdst significant variable on standardized tests of
aptitude and achievement, and a variety of learning
e4periences, between 70 and 80 percent of the stu-
dents will achieve at the mastery level. Bloom,clefines
"mastery" as roughly the equivalent of the tetonal
"A"- or "B" grades. Hodgkinson presented th chart

below to show grade distributions' en the traditional
"bell-shaped curve" and grade distributions if the
"mastery learning" theory is followed.

FINAL EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

0 IN COURSE OF INSTRUCTION

_ = Conventional view of 'normal curve" grading

= Bloom's "mastery learning" view

50 100
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Bloom has argued that following tile bell-shaped curve
notion makes little sense because that distribution is
what one expects by the process df-ehance. But in an
educational institution, teaming should not be left to
chancel

Grades, Credit Hours, .

and Record Keeping.

Theoretically the concept of competency rules out
the need for or .even the usefulness of either grades
or credit hours in the curriculum.' Moreover, learning
experiences will not be-neatly packaged in courses
which all consume the same amount of time. Students
will start and stop at different points in the various
learning experiences, and wilt be designing learning
experiences of their own. All of this suggests that
new record keeping procudures, new transcript for-
mats, and a different or even continuous registratibn
process might be necessary as the institution moves
to a CBC.

Richard Meeth pointed out in this regard that for the
time being it may be necessary for institutions begin-
ning a CBC to operate two grading, credit, and record
keeping systems, one based on accomplishment of
competence and the other an the traditional concept
of grades and credit hours. He said, "The motivation
structure of higher education and our meritocratic
society are such that probably neither grades nor credit
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hours can be abolished iminediately." He described
one situation Mere students demanded grades as
evidence of their successes because the society,
their families and friends, expected grades!

"RN

Tuition and Cost Systems

Without the credit hour, and with the concept of
students starting and stopping at irregular times and
receiving "credit" for prior learning, new structures
for charging tuition and fees become necessary. Insti-
tutions presently on a CBC have found this an area of
considerable difficulty, but the problems are being
dealt with by creative approaches.

The question of what this new form of learning
costs, especially in relation to the more traditional
approaches, is very important. However, no one seems
to be able to give definitive answers at this time.
Meeth reported that start-up costs for e competency-
based program appear to be about 25 percent higher
than the average costs of traditional education. This
increased start-up coat is not all in actual dollars,
however. The figure includes the great amount of
time of faculty who work long hours in planning and
.preparing for a CBC, most of which is not repaid in
dollars. An additional major cost is that needed for
retooling the faculty for their new roles and for hiring
additional talent with new kinds of skills. Actual costs
of operating a CBC, following implementation, should



-be available in the not too distant future as se4ral
programs gain experience. However, once operative,
CBC costs are not expected to exceed the average
costs of education under a traditional curriculum.

Admissions and
Graduation Requirements

A CBC also requires a rethinking of traditional ad-
missions and graduation requirements. Traditional ap-

aches to deter/mining eligibility for admission, such
asevious academic records and standardized tests,
will not suffice- in a competency curriculum. In addi-
tion, it will be necessary to assess the level at which
the student finds himself upon admission in relation
to the competencies the institution requires for grad-
uation. Such assessment is essential in order to ad-
vise the student on the best learning situations to
assist him to move toward the desired outcomes. A
well thought out process of counselling and advising,
then, becomes a vital part of the admissions process.

By the same token, the traditional awarding of a
degree after the student passes a certain number of
credit hours with a certain grade point average must
give way to graduation based'on satisfactory achieve-
ment of competencies. Transcripts, rather than record
ing course names and grades, then, will describe what
competence the student has achieved in certain areas;
in short, what he is able to do.

Institutional. Accreditation

Faculty and administrators pften express concern
about institutional standards and accreditation when
considering the adoption of innovative prograes. This
can be particularly true in considering the adoption of
a CBC because ct the total, fundamental nature of the
change it involves. Grover Andrews, Associate Exec-
utive Secretary of the Commission on Colleges of the

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(SACS), was one of the conference discussion leaders
and 'replied to the expressed concern about accredi-
tation with these comments:

I am usually asked if SACS (Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools) and its accrediting teams
are sympathetic to the efforts of institutions de-
veloping CBC. I think it's a healthy experience
for institutions to develop innovative aspects of
their educational programs; I see no accreditotion
pru'ulems with a competency-based program: Our
Standard Nine and Ten revisions already reflect
the position our Commission has toward such
changes.

Yet people continue to assume accreditation of
nontraditional programs will be a problem. You
see, there is a trap that we all fall into sometimes.
When we're looking for someone to blame, we
pick someone nearby who we think will protect
us. So, many of the academic folks who are
looking for trees to hide behind use accrediting
agencies.
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Our real concerns in accrediting are the planning
that has gone into CBC and how it relates to the
institution's mission; the goals and objectives an
institution has set for going this way; the resources
an institution has to do a quality job of supporting
a CBC; and, finally, the overall quality of the
program.

Summary
Institutions moving toward implementation of a com-

petency program find that they must be able to state
goals in terms of the competencies students are to
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acquire, develop assessment criteria for each comae-
) tency, and assign learning experiences to assist stu-

dents attain the required competencies.
It has been pointed out before that in designing a

competency curriculum it is important for an institu-
tion to have a holistic vision of the competent person
that it wishes to produce. jhe concept of "wholeness".
applies in the same manner to an entire institution or
program moving to a. CBC. All persons within the
institution or program must be willing to be creative
and to consider ways to adapt their roles and activities
if a CBC is to have a chance to succeed.



An Example:
Mars Hill College

Mars Hill College, Mars Hill, North Carolina, has
established an instituion-wide competency-based cur-
riculum for freshmen entering in the Fall of 1974.
Mars Hill definfts its new curriculum as

a curriculum in which the competencies expected
of all graduates are defined, agreed upon, and

publicly stated, and in which learning experiences
are designed for the purpose of assisting students
in attaining those competencies.

This curriculum consists of three elements:

1. An overall statement of the competencies to be
acquired for successful completion of the pro-
gram.

2. Sets of evaluative criteria for each competence
which define the proficiency levels required in
order to demonstrate successful attainment of
the competence.

3. Learning experiences designed to assist the
student in attaining the required competencies.

,

At the work conference, -a presentation\ was made
by three representatives of Mars Hilt relating their
experience in reaching the point of instituting the new
curriculum. Participants in the discussion were Dr.
Richard Hoffman, Academic Vice President, and Dr.
Robert Knott, Educational Development Officer, who
made presentations; and Dr. William Walker, Chair-
man of the Department of Physical Education, who
answered questions and gave his reactions as a mem-

ber of the faculty.
One of the most important points to be noted about

the Mars Hill experience is that adoption of the corh-
petency-based curriculum was -the result of a series
of events which took place over a five to eight year
period. Consequently the adoption of a CBC seemed
the natural culmination of a unique developmental
process. Hoffman, Knott, and Walker all agreed that a
CBC never could have been adopted any other way at

Mars Hill.
This case dramatically illustrates the point that a

CBC cannot be duplicated exactly from institution to
institution. Each institution must go through its own
process, adapting the various elements to the unique
and different circumstances, needs and clientele in the

local setting.
Adapted versions of the presentations by Hoffman

and Knott comprise this section of the report.
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Introduction To Mars Hill
Richard Hoff man

Mars Hill College is a private, church affiliated,
liberal arts college in a rural mountain section of North
Carolina in Southern Appalachia. The College has
1,500 students, 100 faculty and grants the bachelors
degree as its highest degree. The College had a Jong
history as a junior college (founded: 1856) and be-
came a senior college in 1962. Our current president,
who took office in 1966, is a man receptive to
change and innovation, which is a factor that cannot
be over-emphasized for an institution needing or hop-
ing to become innovative.

In 1967 68, Mars Hill began moving into "service-
learning' and other internship programs, 'starting with
Upi.,,ord tutining, community development and
other ionits of government programs, funded through
the Southern Regional Education Board and by the
Office of Economic . Opportunity. These activities in
volved Mats Hill in the community arid excited a core
of facuit.y obout new ways to teach and to learn, and
ways to Wend the classroom with practice in the
comrnuri.t., Mariv colleges now have these kinds of
program-, tiiit ititi excitement this generated on the
Mars Hiii carnous drtIOng fa(A.lity and SttidOhtS WilS
just trerryht101.1S

St Orl .ittt;r atis. the teCt;iveO it Wahl from
tht; Z S!.}ti F-cnaidation and three (.1010/

.a :!!;(j :SOO ,000 tf) f!StabilS11 a Conlmuilltv
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Devellipment Institute, which allowed a whole new
approach 'to teaching and learning. Throughout this
experience from about 1967 to 1971, these ques-
tions began to arise: "How do you evaluate an intern-
ship?" "What are the criteria you are going to use
to evaluate these experiences?" "How does or how
can it build back into the academic program?" "How
much academic credit do you give for field exper-
iences?" The faculty had to move through all the
emotional problems these questions raised and spec-
ifically whether or not these experiences were worth
academic credit.

The immediate result of the internship experience
was a curricular change in 1970 which moved the
college from a very traditional kind of curriculum to a
4 1-4 calendar. Credit hours were changed to courses,
and an "inquiry program" was introduced in the fresh-
man year. In this inquiry program, faculty members
were. "facilitators of learning," without a syllabus
arid without the traditional directed teaching function.
For two years 30 to 35 faculty members participated
in this program.

After moving into the 4-1-4 program, the faculty
and administration began to question the real mission
of this college. We found that we still did not have
the objectives of our institution clear. We really did
nut bove OUi riliSSIOTI ',tit forth aS a senior institution.
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In early 1970-71 a faculty committee began to work

toward a revision of the core offerings in the natural
and social sciences, to state objectives more clearly,
and to make thdse subjects more amenable to the

students. After a year of study that committee recom-
mended thqt those core requirements should be placed

on a competency base, and that in fact the whole
general education program 'should become a compe-
tt.licy-based curriculum.

During the same period, the core of faculty working
with students in internship programs through the

Community Development Institute began to deal with
questions of evaluation. Also a core of faculty who
worked as facilitators had developed through the
inquiry course instituted in 1970. This group became

familiar with and was influenced by the works of Carl
Rogers and others in this area. During these four or
five years a number of consultants visited the campus
to work with faculty and administration on all of these

innovations. 1 he President committe6 to taking
risks and he did so with every program that was devel-
oped from 1968 on. The institution also had a lot
of outside help. The ideas developed seemed to gen-

mate the outside help, especially money from founda-
nuns. Of equal importance was the fact that there

1,,vas very able leadership within the faculty and staff.

In 1971, the Governor of North Carolina, witti funds
horn the National Endowment for the Humanities and

several foundations, invited 15 colleges including
Mar S Hill to participate in a summer institute held at
Cullowhee, North Carolina The purpose of the in:ill

tute was to allow a team from each institution to
study a specific problem that it faced on its campus.
Mars Hill used this opportunity to see if a compet4ncy-
based curriculum would give the college the fpcus
for which it was searching. We waryted to try to de-
fine the purpose of Mars Hill college in seven, eight
or nine competencies, developing the experiences
that would be necessary to reach those competencies,
and to see if we could then in fact come close to
living up to what we had stated in our catalog. At
Cullowhee a .working paper was developed in which
ten competencies and the proposed experiences were

stated. This paper then was presented to the full
faculty in the Fall of 1971. .

On October 5, 1971, after a reaf\hassle over the
presentation of the paper from Cullowhee, the faculty
decided that the college should make a study of the
current educational program in view of the ten compe-
tencies developed' at the Cullowhee institute. A grant
from the Kellogg Foundation for $100,000 over two
years made this study possible and enabled the
college to employ Robert Knott, who had previously
been on the staff, to direct the program. During these
past two years the faculty has been working to design
the experiences and develop the criteria for evaluating
the competencies This brings us up to where we are
now.

I would like to say, from the administrative point of
view, that moving into a competency-based curriculum
is a fantastic risk to take. Enrollment at Mays Hill has

Increased 15 pertent for next year. We have been
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able to maintain a good level of program 'development
money from the outside. Thus, when we thought of

\ .moving into something as completely new as a compe-
N tency-based curriculum, it was a high-risk undertaking

for the administration. But we had taken risks.in the
past. With the commitment of over two-thirds of the
faculty, we felt we could go with this kind of program

because it enables Mars Hill to pull together what was
a fragmented set of experiences that developed over a
period of four or five years, and to gear those ex-
periences toward these competencies so that we ndw
have a whole program rather than a fragmented pro-
gram.

The Competence Curriculum
Robert Knott

Mars Hill College is in the process of instituting a
competency-based curriculum in all of its programs.
However, these new curricular developments neither
constitute a radical break with recent trends in curri-
culum development at Mars Hill nor alter the basic
philosophical assumptions presently shaping the cur-
riculum. In fact, it is the continual working out of an
existing philosophy of higher education for Mars Hill
College which led to the judgment that a competency-
based curriculum is the most appropriate vehicle avail-
able for the design of an effective and efficient pro-
gram consistent with institutional philosphy and stu-
dent needs.

Three basic assumptions about the nature of teach-
ing and learning in higher education have shaped Mars
Hill College's curriculum. First, learning is a total
experience which extends beyond the classroom in
time and place. Through all of the teaching-learning
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experiences that have utilized the community as a
valuable resource, over 4,000 students have had an
opportunity to experience new approaches to learning
as well as opportunities to become involved in the
solutions to special problems.

Second, the student's individual development is at
the center of the curriculum. This assumption was
evident in the curricular changes which were made in
1970 to enhance the affective or emotional and
psychological development as well as the cognitive
development of the student. A strong diagnostic test-
ing and counselling program began in the fall of 1974.
Increased student responsibility for their own educa-
tion, more electives, more flexibility in scheduling,
independent study, interim terms, a freshman inquiry
program building on student interests, interdisciplinary
programs with student participation in the design were
important curricular additions.
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Third, students are characte ed by multiple talents
and differing levels of talent de elopment. In order to
assist each student .toward actua ization of his or her
total personal potential, the cum ulum should be a
means of both identifying the stude 's various talents
and promoting his fullest possible de lopment.

It has become increasingly obvious t' t the diversity
of educational backgrounds, levels of t ent, and skill
development existing among students e tering Mars
Hill makes impossible the utilization of u iform sets
of curricular experiences to foster genuine nd effec-
tive intellectual development for all studen s. Mars
Hill accepts almost everyone who applies, abs t 800
of 1000 applicants. Those who are rejected ar gen-
erally rejected for reasons which indicate that, i our
judgment, they should be doing something other t an
coming to Mars Hill College. We do not have select'
criteria which automatically eliminate applicants, suc
as minimum SAT scores. As a result, we have a wide\
range of talents and abilities represented among the
students Woo actually enroll. To use the SAT as one
indicator of the width of the range, we have students
who score a little over 1550 on the combined SAT
score as well as students who ,..:ore right at 500. If
you take that diversity of students, with the SAT score
as only one rough indicator of their academic back-
grounds and abilities, and attempt to put them in the
same classroom, you can imagine some of the educa-
tional problems with which our faculty has to deal.

An item of immediate concern to us was how to
treat those at the lower end of the spectrum of aca-

demic preparation. Do you treat them as second class
citizens? Do you put them into "remedial" programs
and perpetuate the problems of self-image these stu-
dents come with? We have found this to be a critical
,factor in their inability to do some of the academic
work which we require. We concluded it was unwise
to reinforce negative self-images, so we wanted a
program, a curriculum, that would take each student
where he or she is and give him' of her as Much
flexibility as possible to develop toward graduation
requirements at our institution.
iWe also felt that the educational relevance of the

outcomes of a wide range of nontraditional curricular
experiences were increasingly questionable without
an adequate framework for the diagnosis of student
knowledge and ability levels 'at entry to such experi-
ences and an overall structure to form the design of
these flexible learning experiences. The competence
curriculum model made it possible to focus on student
outcomes and free-up entrance requirements as well
as design an educational program around individual

students' needs. It was in an attempt to pull all of
these concerns together into one consistent curriculum
that led usto adopt a competence-based progrP..n.

Goals and Objective*
-In constructing the new curriculum, we, first had to

define what we meant by a liberal education, since we
are a liberal arts college. Our rough working definition
is as follows:
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Liberal education is conceived at Mars Hill Colrege
as a process which develops sjetckfic human capa-
cities rather than as a-set of studids with inhering
liberal ,qualities. The chief goal and end result of
that process is the liberation of an individual's
intelligence. To be liberated is to be free. The only
freedom that is of enduring importande is freedom
of intelligence, that' is to say, "freedom of ob-
servation and of judgment exercised in behalf of
purposes that are intrinsically worth while". The
major consequence of an effective liberal education
is the development of the power to "frame pur-
poses and to execute or carry into effect purposes
so framed".

The influence of John Dewey is apparent in the state-
ment as well as that of other philosophers, especially
Whitehead.

We first obtained general agreement that we wanted
to focus on the abilities that students as persons
should have to formulate their own sense of meaning,
their purposes in life. That led us to state three abil
ities we felt all our graduates should possess, at least
at a minimum level. We realized that when students
left the institution they would have gone through some
critically formative years and would be moving on to
develop those abilities further in life. The three abil-
ities to be produced by a liberal education at Mars
Hill College, as we have defined, them, are to formu-
late and critically examine purposes; to design and
act upon means of executing purposes, and to assess
the consequences of action on selected or formulated
purposes.
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As we agreed on these abilities, we identified four
basic. dimensions to be included in the competence-
based curriculum design. These dimensions are an
analytical division of human knowledge concerning
meaning or purpose; an area of advanced expertise;
a developmental model; and institutional values.

Analytical Division of Human Knowledge

We decided that if we were going to talk about
developing purpose or meaning in life, then the stu-
dent had to have some understanding of how the hu-
man race, up until this point, had formulated meaning.
We needed some analytical division of knowledge con-
cerning purpose so we selected the six realms of
meaning as conceived by Philip Phenix Phenix's six
realms of meaning are symbolic communication, sci-
ences, esthetics, personal knowledge, ethics, and
world view. While arbitrarily chosen, we found this
scheme useful at our institution because it was con-
sistent with the goals that we had developed for the
institution, though we have made some modifications
as we put them into practice at Mars Hill. This ana-
lytical division of knowledge was our starting point
to provide the student with some working knowledge
of how mankind historically has tried to make sense
out of his world of experience using organized facts,
theories, intuitions and sense experiences. We believe
that a student who is ignorant of the way the sciences
operate is in trouble in our world. A student who is
ignorant of the appropriate dimensions of purely per.



sonal knowledge, nonpublic knowledge, is also ignor-
ant when it comes to being prepared fully to select
his own purposes and meanings.

Advanced Expertise
Given this basic knowledge about the construction

of meaning and purpose, students also., needed an ad-

vanced area of expertise in which they could begin to
implement some of the purposes which they had

selected: to develop competence in executing and
acting on purposes. We outlined three dimehsions of
special expertise to guide the design of student
competencies in these areas (11 specification of min
imal levels of knowledge and skills; (2) the ability
to apply high order critical and creative thinking skills
to the information of the special areas; and (3) the
ability to synthesize the knowledge 4.)f the special area
with broader knowledge in the construction of In

formed purposes and means of executing them

A Developmental Model
The third element in the design of the program is

a developmental model Most of our students do not

come to us with the required, already developed
expertise:therefore, we wanted a developmental fro
del to assist us in program design. We wanted some
consensus on how we thought students would develop
through the prOgrani since the curriculum is a process,
not lust the; completion of a product Our question
\Nal, "What kinds of developmental tasks Should

students. be focusing on?" For help here, we turned
to Arthur Chickering's Education? and Identity in which
he identified seven developmental vectors which we
agreed could serve.as developmental tasks all of out
students should be working on. Chickering's seven
vectors are: a sense of confidence in intellectual,
social-interpersOnal and physical-manual skills; man-
aging emotions; developing autoneirny; establishing
iderltify; freeing interpersonal relationships; develop-
ing purpose; and developing integrity.

Institutional Values
Finally, we began to be concerned about a set of

institutional values which we wanted the total program

to reflect. Though these are values we collectively
desire to affirm and retain, we felt it inappropriate to
force them upon all students !n an assessment pro-
cess. Therefore they are used to guide the design of
learning experiences and campus organization. The
following is a partial list of our institutional values.

A concern with adeligent search for genuine
personal enlightenrrient by all members of the
college community.
Create and sustain in the college community a

encounter between faith and learnim).

Develop a campus atmosphere where persons
experience a search for truth in its fullness
with freedom for both unfettered inquiry and
unreserved faith ,
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Generate in the student a growing sense of
social responsibility and instill a commitment of
informed, participatory citizenship.

An experience by all members of the campus
Community of communal support and meaning-
ful, constructive personal relationships.

Cultivation of a sense of the significance of

uniting t eoretical knowledge and practical ap-
plication.

Curricular Components
With the four elements discussed above agreed

upon, the components of the competence based cur-
riculum at Mars Hill College began to look as follows:

1 Competence
Statement STATEMENT

2 Components .31 SKILLS KNOWLEDGE AT TITUDES
Cumpeteric e

i A5se,,smegit
CI a e.

1 Lpetiwu.e.,

S 1

S2

S3

S.1
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It has beemsaid pat when the members of an insti-
tution start designing a competence program, they
find they begin to Use a different language. We too
began to use a different language 'at this stage and it
became important to work for consensus in the use of
terms so that common meanings could be attached to
the statements of expected outcomes.

Another development was a, rapid reduction in the
scope if the curriculum as we began to take outcome-
specification seriously. For example, we are not sure
that we can assess whether a student is an autono-
mous individual, and, therefore, require him to dem-
onstrate competence in an autonomous action. We do
say, however, that we hope to be able to find out
whether we can comprehend the characteristics that
lead a student to become more autonomous. We as-
sume that as We get into the progr
research on what the outcomes are
have focused on a rather narrow di

m and do some
e can do so. We
ension of auton-

omy in our personal knowledge. competence with the
assumption that it will lead to further knowledge of

how and what students learn. We state as much as
we are willing to hold ourselves accountable for at
the present time. Later on we may be able to go
beyond this, but we are starting with a minimum
basis assuming that we will be able to asses rutorP
omy better as we get into the program, which is one
of the advantages we have found in designing the
program to this point. We also have noted a tendency
for the cognitive dimension of learning to take prece-
dence in our design. This results from our faculty,

like most faculties; coming from . purely academic
backgrounds where the affective was not treated
formally. We have a long way to go in developing
greater understanding of how the cognitive and affec-
tivetive domains are interwoven.

Statements of Competence..
Below is a list of theseven all-collegejcompetencies*

we have developed at Mars 11W College:

I. A graduate of Mars Hill College is competent
in communication skills.

II. A graduate of Mars Hill College can use know-
ledge gained in self assessment to furtheL his own

personal development.

Ill. A graduate of Mars Hill College comprehends
the major values of his own and one foreign culture,
can analyze relationships of values between the

cultures and can appraise the influence of those
values on cor temporary societal developments in
the cultures.

IV. A graduate of Mars Hill College understands
the nature of aesthetic perception and is awaje of,
the significance of creative and aesthetic dimensions
of his own experience "which he can compare to
other cultures.

V. A graduate of Mars Hill College undertands
the basic elements of the scientific method of in-
quiry, applies this understanding by acquiring and
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analyzing information which leads to scientific con-
clusions and appraises those conclusions.

VI. A graduate. of Mars Hill Golltige has examined
several attempts to achieve a unified world view and. .

knows how such attempts are made. The graduate
4. is avyare of the broad questions that have been

pOsed. in the history, philosophy and religion of
western civilization and can assess the validity of
an given to these broad question's in tefflis of

onsistency, comparative analyses and his
on.

It .A graduate of Mars Hill College is competent
in an area of specialization.

To further specify what we mean by each of the com-
petence statements, we have developed about 20
pages of explanation, some of Midi I will share.

Competence I, communication skills, the fziculty
concluded, covers three basic areas. First is what we
generally call verbal communication; that is, prohcien
cy in the reception and expression of ideas and an

understanding relationships of language and emotion.
We also specify the deVelopment of skills in listening,
writing and reading and we have added mathematics
as another way of communicating with respect to cei
tain problems of the human species. We believe the
Stlldeilt should be aware of basic nonverbal symbolic
,communication,funderstand operational problems Aith
real numbers, and demonstrate minimum skills in
JIc.jebra mid logic All of this wea is now tsakapt in in
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integrated program In which the same content, basic-
ally, is used by both the mathematics and English
faculty. The idea is to give students some sense Of
how each of these' areas of communication can apply
to a common set of problems Also, dealing with the
symbolic base of language, we have another compe-
tence in which we require that the student demon-/
strate awareness of the possibilities and limitations
of communication with machines. We believe this is.
particularly appropriate in our time and age.

The second part of the communication skills com-
petence deals with critical and creative thinking. Not
only do we want students to be aware of the impor-
tance of symbolic communication with respect to
math, English, and machines, we want them to dem-
onstrate knowledge of how to define and set limits to
an inquiry These are some of the critical abilities that
students need as they move along through the college
program. We require that students utilize logical pro-
cesses and analyze various forms of argument, assess-
ing validity and reliability We also emphasize creative
abilities crud demonstration of an awareness of the
effect of one's own personal and social context, on his
efforts at creative and critical thinking We do not re-
quire that a student produce creative works We dis-
cussed creativity thor6ughly, but no one could define
it to the satisfaction of the rest of the faculty. so we
simply said that students should t aware of pressures
on creative eru as well h,s own creative po-
tiritial Again. we r11;1) bf! able t()

mutt.
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The third part of the first competence is that the
student be proficient in group conimunications. This
is a dimension we had been working qn for some time
in our existing curriculum. We now include it in this
competence; We want a student to be'able tot analyze

his relationship to other persons in a group; how
others function in a group; how he or she functions
in,a group; to communicate effectively to a group on
some .given topic, problem, or issue; and to be able
to listen to and understand what others in the group
are saying. These are simple skills .that can be worked
on in small or large group situations depending upon
their appropriateness.. The above is an example of the
kind of elaboration that .we are beginning to develop
for each of the competence statements. .

Another example of this elaboration may be seen in
the second competence statement, "A gradbate of
Mars Hill College can use knowledge gained in self-
assessment to further his own personal development."
A basic part of this cOrhpetency deals v4ith a student's
understanding of the way his or her body functions,
and masteung at least some of the functioning of that
body to make it do certain things under stress. This is
in the area of Physiology and recreational skills and

the specific skills to be demonstrated are stated in

some detail
In Competence III, a student has the flexibility to

study his or her own culture and any other culture he
ur she chooses. In the context of the study of those
cultures the student will be required to demonstrate
has!;_; knowledge and skills stated in the competence.

The several pats under this competence include
knowledge of basic value complexes in the cultures;
the ability to .look at the influence of those alues on
institutions, forces shaping the behavior of the peoples

and their understanding of life's meaning and purpos6..

in those cultures.
There are three parts under Competence IV:A stu-

dent must participate in some sustained artistic activ-
ity . accompanied by sustained reflection on t ut.

aesthetic and artistic participation, -We are,emphasiz-
ing not only theories abakrart and the aesthetjc di-

mensions of human experience, but also creative
dimensibris and the ability to participate actively at
least at a minimum level. Our hope is that students
will get the sense that their lives are in some way
works of art; that they will be able to see that what
they put toWher can be put together as a whole and

have meaning at least to themselves and hopefully

to other's It is a. level of awareness that we are
requiring. We are attempting to help the student lay
the basis for creatively using his life. We are requir-
ing students actually to go through some aesthetic
experience, and be assessed in terms of their partici-
pation in that experience. This is not necessarily re-
quired to be on our campus, though for most it will
be, but it must be under the tutelege of one of our
professors. In a sense, this competence will not be
"time-free"; our assessment will have a required
time dimension to it.

In the second part of this competence, a student
analyzes and evaluates artistic works by means of an
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aesthetic theory. In the third part, the student demon-
strates an awareness of the nature of aesthetic per-
ception in a culture other than his own. This is an
example of howVe competencies overlap. Obviously:
a student could, wise the same culture. he had chosen
for Competence III. In this way hopefully the .,tudent
will .gain some sense of how his educational program
begins to.blend together.

In Competence V, we require at least a rudimentary
understanding of the methods of science, and an abil-
ity to apply.that understanding to areas in which we
require the student to work: the philosophy of science,
the indtvidual as science looks at him and his be-
havior, groups and the social context of their behav-
ior, and the broader environment, especially the phy-
sical aspects of that environment as they affect human
beings.

Comp5nence VI, the ability to intelligently discuss
vanous attempts in history, philosophy and religion to
integratt---tkie diverse knowledge and. experiences of
one's life is a stiff ,requirement if taken seriously.
Since this is such a difficult requirement the level
for accomplishment will have to be set carefully.
Remember, we are talking about general students
developing a minimum competence, a floor in each
competence area

Competence VII is the one which we are working
on in sonic detail now and will- continue to work on
throughout the.next yeal. Each of the areas of special
izaton at the institution will have complete cumpe-
lenu, statements designed by next year. Each special
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ized area will put its program on a competence base
beginning in the fall of 1975.

We now are in the process of becoming more fam-
iliar with all of the concerns that go with implement-
ing these competencies, and to say they are sub-
stantial is an understatement.

Assessment Procedures

It is clear that the key element in the successful
implementation of an effective competency-based cur-
riculum is the design of appropriate evaluation or
assessment procedures. This segment of the compe-
tency -based curriculum at Mars Hill consists of three
dimensions: (1) assessment' of student :mastery of
competencies, (2) assessment of faculty competence
to design and implement curricular offering as well as
their competence in assisting students to master the
competencies; and (3) evaluation of the total compe-
tency-based curriculum. To facilitate the carrying out
of these three dimensions, Mars Hill has established
an "Assessment Center" headed by a director with
expertise in technical assessment skills. The tole of
the Assessment Center is to design procedures and
'instruments for implementing the three dimensions
above and to prepare and assist faculty with develop-
ment of the necessary skills for their assessment
and evaluation roles.
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As a means of assessing student achievement- of
coApetencies, we have set up a series of assessment
teams, one for each of the seven competencies. The

special area competencies have assessment teams
within departments, or across departments where we

have interdepartmental, interdisciplinary, or nondis-
ciplinary majors. These teams are made up of collec-
,lions of faculty, andimay include community people
although they do no always. The facurty is hopeful
that after some students have moved through the
program the assessment teams also will include some
upper level students. (We are phasing our program in,
starting with freshmen; we are not applying it to all
those in the institution at a given time, meaning that
we will be in a transition phase for about three years.)

The major task of an assessment team is to clarify
criteria and standards by which students may demon-
strate competence in a given area. These teams are
responsible either for assessing each student or dele-

gating that assessment and then monitoiing the pro-
cess where it is delegated.

Each faculty member at Mars Hill College will serve
on two competence faculties; that is, each faculty
member will be teaching and working in some way
with students in two areas, either in instructing, ad.
vising, or evaluation. One of the areas will be that of

the faculty member's special expertise, a departmental

or interdepartmental major program. The other area
be one of those defined by the six general com-

petencies. Faculty members will be assessed as to

their work in each area by the person who chairs a
competence area, either the broad general competence
or the departmeptal competence; by their peers; and
by students in that area. SO we have some incentive
for faculty to put time and effort into each of these
areas.

We have a continuing set of faculty and community
people. working on the assessment teams. Students
also are participating in the design of these programs

at the competence faculty level. The assessment
teams .will be responsible for designing the assess-
ment criteria and either applying or approV*ng their

applications to students. The assessment teens then
will feed back to the competence faculties withir each
of the areas the information they are getting students
are or are riot progressing satisfactorily toward that
competence and an analysis of what they think are
the problems. The assessment teams will be respon-
sible for looking at the program design, reworking
it where necessary and reworking the instructional
processes. We are trying to leave as much flexibility

as possible for different ways of instructing and for
comparing those ways to see which ones are working
best, or if there is indeed any difference. We want to
allow experimentation in instruction and to get some
fairly definite feedback in terms. of wh'at is or is not
effective. This type of feedback .is something we do
not have consistently under a traditionpl curriculum.
We make efforts at such assessment now, but for the
most part the faculty members who teach students
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also assess them. This means the prOcess is some-
what circular when you start asking how well you are
doing and how well your students are doing.

Mentor Program,

We have one other element which we think is
critically important, and that is a mentor or advising
program. The mentor program begins when students
come to the college for orientation a week before
school opens. At that time they go through extensive
diagnostic testing to determine levels of academic
abilities, skills, and backgrounds. Based on this testing
program, along with rather extensive exercises in
goal-setting and developing personal expectations
about the college curriculum, the faculty and student
mentors lone of each works with each student) work
to assist the student in designing a tentative plan for
the use of college or noncollege learning experiences
to bring him toward competence in each of the re-
quired areas This program runs throughout the first
year, tocusiny not only on registration and getting the
student to outline a program, but also on the whole
area of personal development. There will be a series
of about 35 developmental tasks that mentors will go
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through with each student, all the way from som
simple goal-setting to.a careful self-analysis of his o
her own values, what they mean, and whether or not
they are comparable to values or others in the institu-
tion. Students obviously will go through soul-search-
ing when it comes to understanding who they are,
wherq they want to go and how they are going to use
this program. We think that some form of an inten-
sive counselling-advising program for students is es-
sential to make a competence curriculum viork, be-
cause it is important to make sure that students use
the program rather than the program using students.

That, then, is the competence program as it is de-
veloping at Mars Hill College. After we had agreed
on the purposes of the College and content of the
competence statements, it was necessary to come up
with a process for implementing the program, for
putting the idea into practice. I want to emphasize
that what I nave described is a process, not a bre-
packaged curriculum. A competence program never can
be something that is final, approved, and ready to go
in a completed way. Development of a competence
program, instead, must be a process in which faculty,
community people, and students are working together
to gain better understanding of what they are about
in the educational process. Simply put, the compe-
tence program is a means of continually asking what
we are doing, why, and how well we are doing it.



Perspectives

Irhere
have been many efforts through the years to

d velop learning on a competency base. Persons
s' caught up in the excitement of a new idea often are

unaware of past efforts thet might provide assistance
to them in dealing with the immediate situation. Hope-

s fully to help participants regain some perspective in
the midst of ' enthusiasm, confusion, and frustration
brought on by speakers and small discussion groups
in the conference, a session was devoted to a review
of history in higher education related to competency
concepts. Dr. Ralph W. Tyler addressed the confer-
ence and discussed insights he has gained from many
years of involvement with new ideas and movements
for curricular change.

Dr. Tyler brought a wealth of experience to the

Work conference. Beginning as a high StIlool teacher
in 1921, he subsequently held positions in a number
of higher educational institutions. Dr. Tyler is closely
identified with the University of Chicago, where be-
tween 1938 and 1953 he served as Professor and
chairman of education, university examiner, and Dean
of the Social Sciences Division. Later he was Director
of the Center for Advanced Study in Behavioral Sci-
enc,ots at Stanford University. Among his many activi-
ties through the years he was Director of Evaluation
for an eight year study by the Commission on the Re-

lation of Schools and Colleges of the Progressive
Education Association in the '30's and Director of the
landmark Cooperative Study of General 'ducation ftr
the American Council on Education, 1439-46. Dr.
Tyler presently is associated with Science esearch
Associates in Chicago.

The full text of his address follows.

Historical Efforts to Develo$ Learning on a Competency Base
Ralph W. Tyler

Competency based curricula are responses to two
perennial problems that colleges have faced for gener-
ations. The first is the selection of what is to be
taught. A student spends only a limited time in or
lege If he is to learn something that is more t n

ephemeral remembering and recalling, he must have

time to understand it clearly and to practice it. Since
effective learning requires time and the student spendg
only asmall part of his life in college, he can learn
only a limited amount while he is in college. Hence,
the selection of the relatively few things that the col-
lege can help the student learn is a serious task which

6)
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should not be undertaken lightly.
The problem of what to teach is especially difficult

in a society that undergoes continuing social change.
Bodies. of knowledge, intellectual skills, and standards
of value must be continuously re-examined to identify
those that have become less significant or even obso-
lete in the contemporary world and to substitute those
that are now more meaningful and more helpful to the
student.

A second perennial problem is the one called by
psychologists "transfer of training," and by laymen
"relating theory to practice." The college provides a
certain special environment to promote learning but
it is expected that what a student learns in college
will not only be applied there but will be practiced in
the world outside the college walls and on into the

hi future, long after he leaves college. This transfer from
the learning experiences in college to the situations
in life outside sloes not take place automatically. Defin-
ite efforts are necessary to facilitate it.

Because these two problems are perennial ones,
it is not'surprising that during the last 100 years in
America, a number of serious efforts have been made
by colleges to select what is to be taught in term: of
its contribution to the student's competency in carry-
ing on his life effectively and in dealing with.the pro-
blems he encounters and to provide means for helping
students to utilize what is learned in this way. Among
these efforts, I have 4Chosen eight to serve as illus-
trations.

4,
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In 1 862 , the growing political influence of American
farmers, small merchants and tradesmen stimulated
the enactment of the Morrill Act by the U.S. Congress.
This law, often called the Land Grant College Act,.
offered every state that established a college for the
agricultural and mechanical. classes an allotment of
federal land in the western territories that could be
sold to help support the college. The pressure to
establish new colleges for the children of farmers,
small merchants, and tradesmen developed because of
the difficulty these young people encountered in seek-
ing to enter the so-called Ivy League Colleges. Their
lack of the traditional college entrance requirements
caused the colleges to treat them as "not educable"
or "unprepared for college."

As they were constructing their curricula during
the period of 1870-1900, the new Land Grant Col-
leges had to deal with both of these perennial pro-
blems. They sought to select from the several college
subjects those that could contribute meaningful to
the :eves of farm families and others engaged in corn-
m ct6 and industry in the newly developing cities

downs. The reports of the work of some of theseN
rriculum committees show a definite awareness of
e need to teach their students "what was relevant
their lives and future plans," and in many cases
- resulting courses were given titles to emphasize

their usefulness. These titles included agricultural
chemistry, physics for engineers, biology for the home-
maker, English for engineers, and business mathe-
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matics. In these courses, thee`assignments and the 't
laboratory exercises were frequently based on the
practical situations and problems the students were
encountering. Many of the examinations were "prac-
ticals," that is, actual demonstrations that the student ,
could use the principles, concepts and techniques
taught in solving a practical problem. By 1900, the
Land Grant Colleges were widely recognized as effec-

tive educational institutions for reaching the population
for which they were designed.

In 1906, Herman Schneider, Dean of Engineering
at the University of Cincinnati, expressed great dissat-
isfaction with the large-scale failure of engineering
graduates to apply their college learning when they
graduated and worked as engineers. He created a pro-
gram called Cooperative Education that involved stu-
dents in alternate periods of work in industry and
study in college. Arthur Morgan, later President of
Antioch College employed students from this program

in his engineering work and was impressed with their
ability to connect theory and practice. When he be-
came President of Antioch in 1920 he established
Cooperative Education as a requirement for all stu-
dents. By 1958, more than 60 colleges had estab-
11:-,ned programs of Cooperative Education in a variety

of forms. It had become so significant that the Fund
for the Advancement of Education provided funds for
conducting an appraisal of the value of work-study
programs. The two-year investigaton by Wilson and
Lyons' found, among other things, that "the cooper-

Work Study College Programs, (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1961).

ative experience provides meaningful opportunities
for the student to see the relevance of theory to prac-
tical situations and affords him opportunities to prac-
tice making applications." They also found that many
college instructors involved in Cooperative Education
had reconstructed their courses to make them more
helpful to students in seeing the connections between
their work experience and the subjects they were
studying.

After the publication of this report, Cooperative
Education was adopted by many more institutions.
The Federal Government, in 1970, adopted legislation
authorizing federal support to help defray the costs of
expanding and improving Cooperative Education. The

amount appropriated in the current year under this
authorization is $10,750,000. Now more than 700
colleges appear in the list of those having programs
of Cooperative Education.

The development of the curriculum of Stephens
College in the 1920's was stimulated and guided by
W.W. Charters, one of the early leaders in curriculum
reform. He earne i his Ph.D. with John Dewey at the

University of Chicago in 1904, and developed a
strategy for curriculum construction that focused on
the present and future activities of the student. What
the college should teach would be that which would
help the student become more competent in these
activities. Stephens College enrolled only women at
that time. Graduates and other women interested in

the college were asked to keep diaries of the impor-
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tant activities they/ carried on. The diary entries were
then assembled, classified, and appraised in terms
of importance, difficulty and frequency. Those judged
to be important and difficult and to occur with a
frequency of at least once a year became the criteria
for selecting curricular content. The Stephens College
courses had as their goal helping the student acquire
competency in carrying on these actvities through the
resouices the courses provided.

While W.W. Charters was alive, he continued as
consultant to the Stephens College curriculum,' and
the program was strongly supported by President
James Wood and the major staff Df the college. After
the retirement of Wood and the death of Charters,
the emphasis upon competency-based courses de-
clined.

Charters was a major figure in three other compe-
tency-based currculum programs. In the early 1920'3i,
he guided the national study of the activities of phar-
macists, which was undertaken to furnish a basis
for building more effective curricula for the education
of pharmacists. A major basis for identifying the
activities of pharmacists throughout the nation was a
coliection of prescriptions filled during specified sam-
ple periods. The activities involved in filling these pre-
scriptions were rated by professional pharmacists
and professors in terms of importance, difficulty and
frequency. The curriculum content was selected in
terms of its helpfulness in preparing the student to
perform those activities that were important and dif-
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!icult and which occurred with a frequency of at least
once in six months. Developments of curricula on.
the basis of this study were largely halted with° the
onset of the Great Depression and the resulting low
enrollments in schools: of pharmacy.

The Commonwealth TeaCher Training Study of
1 Q25-28 was directed by Charters and was carried
through, for the most part, while he was on the faculty
of the University of Chicago. Its name derived from
the fact that it was supported by the Commonwealth
Fund of New York. In this study the activities .of
teachers were collsited in a variety of ,ways. Some
teachers kept diaries for a month. Scores of super-
visors listed the teaching actvities they had observed
which were poorly performed, indicating that they
were difficult for leachers to carry on. Research assis-
tants went through the literature on teaching and mode
list of all the activities reported. All of the items
from these several sources were put on cards so that
they could oc readily organized and classified. There
were more than two million cards.

The activities were appraised by juries of teachers,
principals, supervisors .and professors. The resulting
list of important, difficult and frequent activities in-
cluded 1037 items. It was referred to as "The 1001
Activities of American Teachers." When the report
was published in 1928, it began to. be used by
several teacher education institutions and organiza-
tions as criteria kit competency-based programs, but
at that time no college followed through to the point



of establishing a comprehensive competency-based
curriculum.

Probably the most thorough competency-based

curricula developed under the guidance of W.W.,
Charters were those .constructed at the Rochester

Athenaeum and Mechanics Institute, which later be-

came the Rochester Institute, which later became the

Rochester Institute of Technology. In the late 1920's,
some leaders of industry in Rochester, New York,
obtained funds from the Carnegie Corporbtion of 'New

York to conduct a study of the needs for post-high
school education in the. Rochester area that might be
served by the Athenaeum and Mechanics Institute.
This inskitution was formed by the merger of .the
Rochester Athenaeum, an agency designed to involve
interested adults in cultural and civic matters in the
community, and Mechanics Institute, founded to offer

continuing education to the aspiring members of the
working class.

The Carnegie :study identified a range of technical

occupations developing in the Rochester area with its
concentration of industries employing high'technology.
Many of these occupations required preparation be-
yond that provided by the high schools. The study

also pointed out that in the Rochester area there were
thousands of youth who were children of skilled
laborers employed in industry, many of whom were
from the second generation of 'immigrant families.
These young people were completing high school
successfully but were -not interested in going on to

I

college because they perceived the. purpose of college

as being to. prepare people for the professions and as
being heavily theoretical and abstrabt. The report
recommended that the Institute focus its efforts in
educating young people from this kind of background
to assume technical positions in the Rochester area.
This recommendation wa9 adopted by the Institute,
which then asked Chartels to guide the curriculum.
He asked me to serve as his associate, andyfor. 43

years I served as consultant to the Institute, making
periodic visits to Rochester to work with the staff.

Although the Institute's primary purpose is to pre-
paie young people for employment, it recognized the
importance of combining occupational with general
education, so that one-fourth of the curriculum in each
occupational area was epcated to general or liberal
education.. With the aid of advisory committees from

the community, demands for technical personnel were
identified and each occupational area thus identified
was analyzed in terms of its functions and activities
by a small team of persons from the occupational area
and from the Institute.' These functions and activities
were then reviewed to ascertain the extent to which
they required post -high school education to perform
them. This resulted in the selection of occupational
areas for curriculum development that offered oppor-
tunities for placement of graduates and that involved

functions and activities whose performance would be
substantially aided by things learned in college. The
development of the curriculum for each o,ccupational
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area followed a pattern somewhat! sienilar to the one
used in Stephens College.

The Rochester program introduced Cooperative Edu-
cation both to strengthen the connection between
college learning and job competency and to assure
students who were skeptical as to the "value of book-
learning" that they' were Molding a job and obtaining
a better understanding of their work through instruc-
tion on the t ampus. In the early phase of the- curri-
culum study it was found that many students interest-
ed in preparing for positions as engineering techni-
cians had not had three years of high school mathe-
matics. Nor had they had much grounding in physics
and chemistry. A so-called "upside-down curriculum"
was designed to enable students to gain practical
experience first, followed by the mathematics and
science courses that provided a set of concepts by
which to understand more fully and deeply their activ
Mies as well as the problems they were encountering
on the job. We concluded that large numbers of young
people are repelled by or prevented from entering col-
lege programs in areas in which they could probably
become competent and find interesting because the
most abstract parts of the curriculum are placed first
or made prerequisite, and these abstract courses are
not. perceived as essential to competency.

Another unusual feature of the RoChester curriculum
was the development of an evaluation program inte-
gral to guidance, teaching and placement. As the stu-
dent entered the initial course in each subject area, he
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and the instructor went through a diagnostic procedure
to identify what he needed to learn and to form the
basis for his plan of learning. From time to time, he
and the instructor evaluated his progress. in order to
determine when he had completed his work inthat
field or what revision should be made in his plan of
learning. Because the learning goals included a variety
of behavior, such as understanding certain Things, solv-
ing certain types of problems, working effectively with
others on group projects and practicing certain skills,
the methods of evaluation were correspondingly varied.
Of these, the behavior journal, supported by anecdotal
records, gained widest recognition because it provided
a fairly valid and practicable way to assess social
skills and work habits.

After World War 11 a public technical institute and
community college was established in Rochester and
Rochester Institute of Technology became a four-year
college and graduate institution. The cutting edge of
curriculum development in the Institute shifted to a
new division established by contract with the Federal
Government: the National Technical Instifute 'for the
Deaf. This national institution has responsibility for
preparing deaf young .people for employment in fields
of high technology. Finding the kinds of occupations
in which the deaf can perform swcessfully and build-
ing curricula through which they can prepare to serve
in these occupations have been major tasks in which
the staff is heavily engaged. The entire curriculum is
competency :'rased.

6j"
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The Cooperative 'Study in General Education was
sponsored by the American Council on Education
during the periOd 1939-45. Twenty-two colleges in
several parts .of the country *forked together to devel-
op and/or to improve their curricula in general educe,
tion. I served as Director of the project. General edu-
cation had become a popular idea during the 1930's.
College faculties and students were increasingly dis-
satisfied with distribution requirements that merely
required the student to take introductory courses that
were usually designed as initial courses for specialists
in the field and not to help the student to learn to
use the, discipline as a resource for dealing with his
own non-specialized problems. However, the initial

efforts to develop programs of general. education
resulted in survey courses in broad fields which gave
students something of an overview of the field but

did not help them use significant elements of the
subject in handling their problems. Tne Cooperative
Study in General Education provided an opportunity
for faculty members from the twenty-two colleges to
work together in developing cuvicula using inter-
college committees and summer woikshops as major
means for cooperation.

The basic point of view on which the Study oper-
ated was that effective general education should focus
on the needs and problems of the students. It was
felt that the several disciplines furnished resources of
knowledge. skills, and the like, that could help stu-
dents meet their needs. Among the tasks undertaken

in the Study were: developing and using an instru-
ment for assisting student needs and problems; iden-
tifying the significant things in the several disciplines
that, when learned, would help students in meeting
their needs; constructing catalogs of learning activ-
ities and experiences that would help students learn
these things; and devising means for evaluating stu-
dent progress. The four-volume report of the Study
was published by the Atherican Council on Education
in 1947.

The Commission on Teacher Education was estab-
lished by the American Council on Education in 1938
and was directed by Karl Bigelow, now Professor
Emeritus of Teachers College, Columbia University.
The Commission recognized that the teacher often. did

not perceive his college and university education as
having any very direct connection with his teaching
competencies because his practice teaching, appren-
tice exrierience, id early years in professional em-
ployment were guided by practitioners who seemed
to make little use of concepts, principles, and pro-
blem-solving procedures emphasized in college. Hence
a major effort of the Commission was to bring theory
and practice more closely together so that teaching
would be illuminated and more fully understood by
theory, and so that theory, in turn, would derive im-
portant realistic problems for study.

The Commission helped to establish and provide
partial support for consortia of school systems and
teacher education institutions. These clusters sought
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to identify competencies important for teachers and
materials from the. scholarly disciplines that could
contribute to these competencies. The Commission
also established a Division of Child Development and
Teacher Personnel, under the leadership lot Daniel
Prescott, to aid teachers in developing understanding

.of children and ways of studying children and their
needs. The post-war pressure of soaring enrollments,
with its accompanying rapid increas- in faculty, largely
prevented the exp riences of th' Commission's pro-
jects from being tr nsmitt' t the eneration of
teacher educators. ow few eard of the
Commission and its ork. T ive Study in
General Education exp ienc e loss,of con-
tinuity.

If maki what is taught and learned more closely
related to individual and societal needs has been such
a perennial problem, why have vigorous efforts to deal
with the problem been so fitful rather than continuous
in the history of higher education? Several obvious
factors are probably involved.

In the first place, the interests of most college
faculty membelsis are in obtaining and organizing new
knowledge in terms of its own validity, consistency,
and parsimony in explaining the phenomena with which
their fields deal. This absorbing interest of 'many
scholars and scientists overshadows concern for the
meaning and value of this knowledge to the non
specialist. In the second place, the college and uni
versities of the past were as much responsible for
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sorting young people as they were for educating them.
With limited opportunities for employment in the
professions and top management, or for positions
among the political and social leaders, the educational
system was expected to ration opportunities for further
education so that the number of graduates roughly
conformed to. the available opportunities. One way to
discourage many students was to present courses in
ways that appeared to be abstracted from the real
world, and of little or no value for the Students. The
few who could perceive the relevance of college
courses to their own experience and purposes were
among those whose grade point averages encouraged
them to continue with higher education. Now that the
demand for college graduates has moved from three
percent of the age group, as it was in my day, to 30
percent, the colleges and universities recognize a
greater responsibility for promoting_ jearning rather
than a preoccupation with rigorous soaing.

A third factor that probably influenced the periodic
spurts of interest in these problems, followed by
periods of apathy, was the simplistic character of the
efforts to deal with them. They commonly were, either
too general and vague, or too specific and mechanistic.
For example, some programs in science sought to
build a connection with the everiday lives of students
by setting upLthe vague goal of "teaching students to
use the scientific method." At the other extreme,
some would state a voluminous set of very specific
goals, such as "knowing the composition of antacids
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advertised as reducing stomach discomfort.' Neither
of these formulations was bated on a full analysis of
possible contributions of a discipline to enable stu-
dents to deal more effectively and more meanirigfully
with the circumstances and conditions of their lives.
They did not recognize the extent and the limitations
of the generalizations of behavior 'characteristics of
human' beings. Students can deve!6p cognitive maps
which they can use in interpreting the kinds of s;tua-'
tions they encounter, maps that are also useful in
planning and acting in these situations. Students can
be guided by principles of generalizations relating to
the objects and the events of their lives. They can
be stimulated to inquire into problems as they perceive
the kinds and values of questions that can be appro-
priately asked, and learn the methods and techniques
that can be used. They can learn how to use and
gain meaning and satisfaction from literature and
the arts. In brief, the things that students can learn

from the several disciplines are many, and the se-
lection of those that can make a relatively perma-
nent contribution tc their repertoire should be based

on a comprehensive and systematic analysis of the
disciplines on the One hand, and the contemporary
opportunities for students to make significant use of
them on the other. This has rarely been done.

Can we now develop a procedure for competency-
based learning that will become a continuing effort,
rather than an ephemeral one? I think it is possible,
if certain conditions can be maintained. Seven condi-

tions appeat to me to be helpful. They are:
1 . Recognize that formal education occupies only

a small Oart of the lifetime of persons. Most of what
we- have learned was acquired outside of school or
college. However if what is selected for teaching

in college is_ carefully chosen to be diffefent from,

but supplementary pr complementary to, outof-school
learning the college educakonal experience-can have

a profound 'effect.
2. In sesking to ma'ximizie the contcibuton of the

college experience, eftorts shOuld be made to work..
on both sides; that is, to find out what the signifi-

cant problems. opportunities, nesA, interests and
abilities of our studergs are and on the other 'side,
iderVify what the, several subject fields have devel-

- oped that can contribute Jo .the students' effective-
- nese and satisfaction, in attack:ng their problems,

taking advantage of their opportunities, meeting their
needs, stimulating their interests, and developing
their abilities. Studies of these two sides furnish
a fairly comprehensive base kir planning an instruc
':)nal program that focuses on teaching the things
that can contribute to student competency.

. 3. Recognize that most college students are be
coming .autonomous. They are ,not seeking to be
shaped by their professors or they college emer
iences, but they hope to acqui .esources -from the
college years that will extend their capabilities and
increase their satisfactions. ,For this reason, the college
curriculum is seen by the students as mote' helpful
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when it is consistent with this hope.
. 4. Formulate objectives which express the level of

generalization of conceptS, principles, skills, and val-
ues that students can be expected to reach, and
which are clear enough to guide the teacher, the
student, and the evaluation process.

5. In planning courses and other learning se-
-qi:lences, include both experiences with phenomena
new to the student and phenomena that will provide
for reflection Upon and interpretation of previous
experiences. The classroom can add certain critically
lacking experiences that are new to the student, but
much of what the disciplines can contribute that is
usually absent from experiences in the world out-
side are the processes, principles, and criteria for
gaining greater meaning from life experiences and
appraising their values.

6 Provide ample opportunities to connect "theo-
ry and practice." Students can be encouraged to seek
for and bring to classroom attention the problems,
activities, and other matters of interest that he en-
counters, so that some of them can be subjects of
class inquiry At the same time, group or individual
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as ignments can be developed which furnish oppoP-
tti ities for students to apply what they are learning
in allege to significant activities, projects or programs
in t e outside world.

7\ Whatever form the appraisal of student learn-
ing may take, it is important that it focus on the
learriing objectives that have been selected. For many
students, the real goals of their learning efforts are
the things on which they expect to be graded. To
make competency-based learning effective for them
requires that they actually be assessed in .terms
their acquisition of these-coiripetem4es..

During the past fifty years, each new effort to' tevel-
op competency-based educational programs has gone
somewhat farther than previous ones, and the present
phase is .clearly headed for developments beyond
those of the 1940's. However, I believe that a more
comprehensive picture of me problems and possibil-
ities of building better educational connections bet-
ween the -college and the contemporary world outside
can provide a Background that may lead to a more
continuing effo ope this presentation may contri,
bute to ID),(.!1ding t omprehensive picture.



Conclusion
In the time that has passed since the conference,

interest and experience with competency-based -pro:i

grams continue to increase. As a result, greater under-

standing of what a CBC is and what it can ifecomplish
is developing. Furthermore, new questions are being
raised even while answers to old ones are being found.

As steps are taken toward developing a CBC, those
involved with setting outcomes and defining purposes
ultimately face the question of what it is they are
working toward. Curricula reforms like CBC seem in-
evitably to prod those involved into a preoccupation
with the basic question, "What is a baccalaureate
degree?" So far there is no indication that the CBC
movement will be any more successful than earlier'
efforts at dealing with this basic, philosophical issue.
However, proponents of CBC feel that the increased
emphasis on clarity of outcomes will help them deal
more successfully with this issue.

Another issue which develops around CBC is the
irony of -the seeming rigidity caused by the heavily
deductive nature of the curricular elements. To the
critics it seems that students will be tightly locked
into rigid pathways leading toward graduation. The
very essence of the competency idea is just the oppo-
site however. Rather than providing more rigid pro-
grams, institutions with a CBC cusedevelop multiple
ways for students to demonstrat% their competence,

flexible time frames; 44d a wide) variety of learning
,experitinees to assist stu'aents in knov!hg from where
they are to the desired level of dccomplishment, by'

',the probess which suits them best. The impetus fer
competency, at least in general programs, has been
a need to find multiple was to serve the diversity
of students now iri higher education. When properly
planned a CBC offers 'more flexibility, not increased

rigidity.
.There also is great concern about the type of stu-

dent who can be served best in a competency program.
At present there are various opinions and the only
ageemen't seems to be with the generalization that
students who respond well to this approach are those
who respond well to any approach. The important
question, as yet unansweggei, is whether this process
can serve the educationally disadvantaged student.
Some conference participants believed that competency
would meet the needs of students with skill defici-
encies since learning can be highly individualized with
no rigid time frames, all -of which should positively
reinforce accomplishment. However, given the stu-
derits' educational institutional backgrounds, colleges
with CBC's find that they must spend time orienting
their students to this new framework. The student's
role: changes dramatically from what it has been in
traditional programs, especially those at the secondary
level. Some participants with many years experience
in educating disadvantaged students 'Jointed out in the
conference that institutions must be cautious in shifting
to a CBC, especially for beginning students. Additional
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strategies and procedures may have to be carefully
devised if a CBC is to serve educationally disadvan-
taged students.

Many questions about faculty were raised during the
conferenca,.questions.which continue to permeate the
discussions Of those involved in CBC. Questions were
asked such as: "How do you convince faculty that
competency can be a valid approach?" "What are
ways to" help faculty look at these approaches and
consider their development?".

As was pointed out earlier in the report, an institu-
tion must be prepared to provide encouragement,
assistance and support for faculty who must change
their roles dramatically in relation to the organization
as well as the learners. The key, then, to a success-
fully operating CBC will be an on-going faculty de-
velopment Program. Once faculties have decided to go
with competency it still is not clear what will be
required to maintain faculty morale if learning, creden-
tailing and advising functions are distributed among
sets of individuals who specialize in specific areas.
What is likely to happen to faculty members who
seriously "re-tool" and reorient themselves as pro-
fessionals in CBC? Will they be able to move to other
types of programs should the need arise, and if *so,
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will they be able to function successfully? Will faculty
who commit themselves to this general approach be
lost to their disciplinary colleagues in other institutions;
and will it matter?

In the final analysis the basic question remains for
many, "Is this emphasis on outcomes going to prove
any better than the emphasis on experience which this
approach is to replace?" An underlying uneasiness
about the tremendous effort required for a CBC seems
to surface in the question,. "In the long run will it
be worth all the effort it will take?" Does society
really want institutions to produce "competent" peo-
ple; or is the current "egalitarian" thrust simply a
demand for access to the experiences of higher educa -.
tion and the resulting traditional credential?

Whatever the impetus for the current effort toward
development of the, competency concept in highei
education, the results will be dramatic in those settings
where serious efforts are exerted. Even if institutional-
ized programs identified as CBC are not visible some
years hence, the effort to move through the stages
in developing a CBC can have a profound and .bene-
ficial effect on those institutions and individuals
involved.
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